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ABSTACT
Charge transfer reactions are critical for the eicient function of photosynthetic enzymes.
With growing energy demand, understanding the design principles of natural photosynthetic sys-
tems is important to aid eforts in developing sustainable energy sources that do not add to the
carbon-dioxide burden of the atmosphere. Photosystem II is particularly interesting because it is
an ideal model for artiicial photovoltaic devices for energy applications: it is eicient, stabilizes
the energized state for useful times, and is resilient to photo-damage. Despite decades of study, the
mechanism of primary charge separation in this system is still under debate, primarily because the
charge-transfer intermediates involved in these reactions do not have strong spectral signatures
and are extremely short-lived.
I havedeveloped anovel spectroscopymethod called two-dimensional electronic Stark spec-
troscopy (2DESS) for the study of fast processes involving the movement of charge in photosyn-
thetic proteins. It combines the high sensitivity of Stark spectroscopy to charge-transfer reactions
and the high temporal and spectral resolution of two-dimensional electronic spectroscopy. In
collaboration with Darius Abramavicius at Vilnius University in Lithuania, I simulated a charge-
transfer dimer system similar to the “special-pair” chlorophylls found in PSII RC thought to be
involved in the primary charge-separation process in this system. Based on these simulations, I
demonstrated that the 2DESS and Stark spectra for CT states in the PSII do not follow typical
Liptay models. here is also evidence to suspect that the parameters used to model the PSII is
incorrect. I then demonstrated the experimental technique on an organic polymer oten used for
xix
photovoltaic applications, observing irst-derivative lineshapes consistent with predictions. Fol-
lowing this demonstration, I observed spectral signatures consistent with charge-separation of the
PSII RC. Work is underway to extend the simulations to a more complete model system, as well
as utilize the experimentally-obtained data to verify proposed models of charge-separation in the
PSII RC.
In combination with other spectroscopy techniques, 2DESS will allow us to obtain a com-
plete description of the initial charge-separation kinetics in photosystem II and may suggest ways
to mimic its extraordinary eiciency. We expect this technique to be applicable to other systems
such as organic photovoltaics, in which the role of CT states is unclear or is hard to trace.
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CHAPTER 1
Charge-transfer Reactions in Nature
1.1 Introduction
As the global standard of living increases, the energy demand is rising steadily. Over the next
century, themajority of the global energy demandwill be in developing countries, and at this point
is directly linked to increase in trade andhealth of the global economy[1]. Historically, themajority
of this demand has been met with coal and gas energy, both non-renewable and highly polluting
sources that pose signiicant environmental risks if their use continues unabated. In particular,
the fraction of carbon-dioxide CO2 in the atmosphere has been recognized as a major source of
global warming which has been linked to industrial activity. hus a major challenge of our times
is the development of a environmentally benign, scalable, and eicient source of energy to meet
growing demand.
Solar energy is the most sustainable and renewable source to meet growing energy demand,
and many technologies have been developed to eiciently harvest it. Apart from powering indus-
trial activity, it also provides the driving energy for the production of biomass through photosyn-
thesis in plants, algae, and photosynthetic bacteria[2]. A recent review compared the eiciency
of man-made photovoltaics and the photosynthetic reaction center of higher plants[3], and found
that while the overall photon-to-stored-energy conversion is less eicient than in photovoltaics,
the initial charge-separation process in photosynthesis has a near-unity quantum eiciency, sig-
niicantly outperforming artiicial devices. Understanding the design principles for eicient gen-
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eration of charge-separation is a major motivating factor for photosynthetic research.
he protein-pigment complex photosystem II (PSII RC) is unique among photosynthetic
reaction centers for forming and stabilizing a redox potential large enough to split water[4]. his
potential is used by photosynthetic organisms to catalyze the production of biological energy car-
riers, evolving oxygen as a byproduct of this process. hewide availability ofO2 in the atmosphere
enabled the evolution of aerobic respiration, a muchmore eicient way of utilizing carbohydrates
for energy production, andwas a critical for the proliferation ofmulticellular life[5,6]. Whilemuch
of thebasic scienceunderpinning light harvesting andenergy transfer leadingup toprimary charge
separation is well understood, many questions remain before the eiciency of the RC may be
mimicked. In particular, it is thought that short-lived charge-transfer intermediates play an impor-
tant role in primary charge separation[7]. While high-spectral and temporal-resolution techniques
such as transient-absorption and 2D electronic spectroscopy are available to study the fast move-
ment of energy, these techniques are known to be insensitive to these critical CT states. he focus
of this thesis is the theoretical modeling and experimental development of an optical technique
called 2D electronic Stark spectroscopy (2DESS) that has enhanced sensitivity to the dynamics
of charge-transfer states important in photosynthesis and the function of organic photovoltaics.
1.2 Role of Photosystem II in Photosynthesis
In plants, the photosystem II reaction center is found in an organelle called the chloroplast, re-
sponsible for harvesting solar energy and storing it as chemical potential (Figure 1.1). he group
of proteins that comprise the photosynthetic machinery is housed in the thylakoid membrane, a
folded lipid bilayer structure that stores chemical potential in the form of a proton gradient. he
inner space enclosed by the thylakoid is called the lumen, while the outer space is the stroma.
he process of photosynthesis in plants proceeds by a “Z-scheme,” illustrated pictorially in
Figure 1.2. Solar excitation is gathered by antennae complexes located near photosystem II which
2
Figure 1.1 he organization of the chloroplast. Figure adapted from[8].
funnel the excitation to a group of pigments in the center of the photosystem, called the reaction
center (RC)[5]. Ater a series of ultrafast energy- and charge-transfer reactions, a charge separa-
tion is stabilized across the protein, with a quinone molecule acting as the inal electron acceptor.
he positive “hole” localizes in the so-called manganese-cluster in the oxygen evolution center
(OEC)[9] domain of PSII. Ater four photon absorption events, the OEC catalyzes the reduc-
tion of CO2 and evolution of oxygen O2, acidifying the lumen in the process[5]. he reduced
quinone molecules combine with protons near the stroma to form plastiquinol PQH2 and are re-
leased into themembrane, forming a pool of lipid-soluble electron carriers for use by cytochrome
b6f. Electrons temporarily stored in plastiquinol as a result of PSII excitation are transferred to
the photosystem I reaction center via cytochrome b6f and a water-soluble electron carrier protein
3
Figure 1.2 Illustration of the Z-scheme of photosynthesis. he key proteins involved are
photosystem II (PSII), photosystem I (PSI), cytochrome b6f, and ATP synthase. Original igure
from[10].
plastocyanin. his concurrent action of photosystems II and I is called non-cyclic electron low and
is accompanied by the production of NADPH fromNADP+ and proton-pumping into the lumen
by the cytochrome. he proton gradient is utilized by ATP synthase for the eicient production
of ATP by a mechanism called the Calvin cycle. In the cyclic electron low process involving the
photosystem I and cytochrome b6f, only the ATP synthesis and proton pumping occur.
Apart fromgenerating the largest naturally-occurring oxidative potential, photosystem II has
evolved many supporting functions such as mechanisms for self-repair and regulation of activ-
ity[2]. For this work, we are particularly interested in the initial charge-separation reactions oc-
curring in the PS II reaction center, prior to the electron transfer to quinones. To this end, it is
important to discuss the structure of the RC that makes eicient charge-separation possible.
4
Structure and Function of the Photosystem II Reaction Center
Photosystem II is a 700 kDa protein complex[11], consisting of about 28 protein subdomains∗ that
have been atributed to light-gathering, photoprotection, and oxygen-evolution functions. he
majority of the light absorption by PSII is by chlorophyll a and b bound in antenna domains. Only
a small number of these pigments are active in primary charge separation[12]. his was demon-
strated by Nanba and Satoh, who were able to obtain a sub-complex consisting of the D1 and D2
proteins, the α and β subunits of Cyt b559 and the psbI gene product, isolated from the spinach thy-
lakoid[13]. his reaction center preparation came to be known as the D1D2 Cyt b559 preparation
and became a popular model system for the study of the primary charge separation processes in
the photosystem II RC. A modiication of the isolation procedure of D1D2 Cyt b559 based on the
work of Berthold et al. and Leeuwen et al. is discussed in Appendix A.
hephotoactive pigments in the reaction center consist of six chlorophyll a (Chl), two pheo-
phytin a (Pheo), and twoβ-carotene (Car)molecules heldixed in apreciseorientationby thepro-
tein manifold, shown in Figure 1.3. he pigments are nearly-symmetrically positioned between
theD1 andD2 subunits and are labeledby thedomain towhich they are bound. While theposition
and orientation of the photoactive pigments is now known to 1.9 Å resolution from X-ray stud-
ies[11], there is still debate as to the identity and kinetics of intermediate excited states involved in
charge separation. One reason for this is the severe “spectral congestion” of the Qy region around
675 nm. Tracing the kinetics of charge-separation with time-resolved spectroscopies is hindered
by the chemical similarity of the photoactive pigments: all eight chlorins contribute to a single
broadQy band in the linear absorption spectrum at room temperature shown in Figure 1.4. here
are several signiicant contributions to the spectral broadening. he protein environment around
each pigment causes electrochromic shits[16]. Further, pigment-pigment interactions modulate
the excitation energy of each pigment as compared to the monomer and delocalize excitations
∗the number of domains varies among species
5
Figure 1.3 Photosystem II reaction center D1D2 Cyt b559 preparation approximated from the
full crystal structure. At this time, the structure of the isolated preparation is unavailable. he
reaction center pigments are highlighted, with chlorophyll a shown in green, pheophytin in blue,
and β-carotene in orange. Figure made using the 1.9 Å structure (PDB:3WU2) of T. vulcanus[11].
across several pigments[17]. hese delocalized excitations are called excitons and are responsible
for many of the unique features observed in reaction centers. he degree of delocalization and
coupling is highly sensitive to the local protein environment. It has been suggested that this in-
homogeneity is a design principle that allows eicient charge-separation in a variety of light and
temperature conditions[18].
1.3 Spectroscopy of Photosystem II
In order to efectively utilize the solar excitation collected by monomeric Chl in antennae com-
plexes, the charge separation processes must complete on a timescale 10 to 100 times faster[21]
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Figure 1.4 Linear absorption spectrum of D1D2 Cyt b559 preparation at room temperature
(green solid line), compared with absorption of chlorophyll a in ether (blue dashed line). PSII
RC was prepared as discussed in Appendix A. Chlorophyll a spectral data was extracted from
PhotochemCAD[19]. he assignment of the Qx position is an active area of research; a review of
the issues can be found in Reimers et al.[20].
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than the roughly 5 ns luorescence lifetime of chlorophyll. he development of ultrafast spec-
troscopic techniques brought new insight in the study of photosynthetic systems, with pump-
probe and time-resolved luorescence spectroscopy being the most popular approaches. Two-
dimensional electronic spectroscopy[22], a technique uniquely sensitive to intermolecular cou-
plings and energy transfer between electronic states, has also been successfully applied to observe
energy transfer pathways in the photosystem II RC[23,24].
he historical perspectives[2,25] and current knowledge of the role and function of the PSII
reaction center can be found in recent reviews[6,7,26]. Based primarily on theoreticalmodeling and
the combination of linear, pump-probe and other spectroscopies, it is known that the charge sepa-
ration reaction proceeds only on the D1 branch of the PSII RC[25,27]. Upon photo-excitation, the
charge separation reaction is initiated from the ChlD1[17] or the PD1PD2 “special pair”[28] and ater
roughly 50 ps produces a charge-separated state PD1+PheoD1 – . he details of themechanism dur-
ing this time are still debated. his is primarily due to the fact that intermediate reactions involve
charge-transfer (CT) states that have intrinsically low transition-dipole strengths, making them
optically dark[7]. he positions and kinetics of these dark states must be inferred from kinetics of
exciton states, all of which have spectrally congested signatures in the Qy region. Many previous
approaches rely on a simultaneous it to a large number of model parameters such as pigment site-
energies, pigment-pigment couplings, andCTstate energies[17,28,29]. he resulting spectra are also
strongly dependent on the relaxation and system-bath coupling model used; inding an realistic
and physically-justiied theory to describe relaxation within photosynthetic systems remains an
open research question. For these reasons the simulations have limited power to select particular
kinetic pathways, which is relected in the lack of consensus for the rates of formation of proposed
CT states. Some workers explain this variation by atributing it to intrinsic distribution of rates
due to static disorder of RCs, while others propose that multiple reaction pathways are active si-
multaneously[29]. here have also been concerns raised about the varying quality of preparation
8
used in PSII RC studies[30].
In order to diferentiate the proposed models, researchers have turned to a variety of tech-
niques to selectively trace the CT states involved in the charge-separation process. Transient-
absorption and 2DES experiments on the proposed CT anion-bands have been atempted to ob-
serve the evolution of CT states[31,32]. his approach is challenging however, because the anion-
bands are located in di cult spectral regions around 450 nm, 550 nm and 720 nm and further
tend to be broad and very weak[33], overlapping with spectral signatures of excited states. For this
reason, the signal-to-noise ratio of these experiments tend to be poor. Additional complementary
measurements are highly desirable.
Stark spectroscopy∗ is a technique in which the absorption spectrum is measured when a
large static electric ield is applied to an immobilized, non-conducting sample, and then compared
to the ield-of absorption. While originally used to understand electrochromic shits upon solva-
tion of dyes[34] in the pioneering work of Liptay[35], the technique became an important way to
uncover charge-transfer states in photosynthetic reaction centers and a variety of polymeric[36]
and photovoltaic[37,38] systems. Typically, the original Liptay model of shited eigenstates is used
to analyze Stark data. However, theory work by Somsen et al.[39] and Novoderezhkin et al.[28]
extended the modeling of Stark spectroscopy to the modiied Redield formalism. In both cases,
the motivation for this was to explain deviations from “classical” irst- and second-derivative line-
shape behavior in excitonically-coupled systems. Such deviations are termed “non-classical” Stark
efects, and have been observed in certain cases[40–42].
Based on a simultaneous it of absorption, linear and circular dichroism, pump-probe, and
Stark spectroscopy to the model developed in[28], Novoderezhkin et al. observed that both the
ChlD1 and PD1PD2 pathways give reasonable quantitative its to the data. Based on this result, they
proposed a two-pathway model depicted in Figure 1.5 where both pathways are active and are
∗also commonly known as electro-absorption spectrocopy
9
Figure 1.5 Two-pathway model of charge-separation in the photosystem II reaction center.
Timescales shown are from the original experimental paper[29], while the notation is updated to
the current interpretation of Romero et al. In the igure, δ+ and δ- indicates charge-transfer
character, while δ* is exciton character[26].
preferentially selected on the basis of static disorder. he authors recently performed a combined
Stark spectroscopy/mutagenesis study on the PSII reaction center[43] and concluded that their
previous two-pathway model is correct[29]. In this work they identiied additional CT states.
While the model of Romero et al. does match typical timescales observed in other work,
its construction relies on a signiicant number of iting parameters such as site-energies and cou-
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plings. Further, thedynamicsof the crucial short-livedCTstates areobtained fromits to transient-
absorption and time-resolved luorescence, which are relatively insensitive to CT states[44]. he
remaining information is obtained from steady-state measurements which cannot directly inform
the parameterization of the dynamics.
Amore-direct measurement is desired to test the validity of themodels of charge-separation
in the photosystem II reaction center. In this thesis, I propose a method called two-dimensional
electronic Stark spectroscopy (2DESS), that combines the high temporal and spectral resolution
of 2D electronic spectroscopy with the CT-state sensitivity of Stark spectroscopy. As a superset
of two-dimensional electronic spectroscopy, 2DESS promises to reveal the coupling between ex-
citonic and CT states along the detection and excitation frequency axes, while the ield-induced
changes to kinetics of these states can be observed along the population axis. We expect that this
technique can also be applied to other systems in which the role of transient CT states is hard to
trace, such as in the function of organic photovoltaics and singlet-ission processes[45].
1.4 Outline ofhesis
In the following chapters I describe thedevelopmentof the two-dimensional electronicStark spec-
troscopy technique. he following chapter contains a review of optical spectroscopy with an em-
phasis on irst- and third-order spectroscopies. In Chapter 3 I describe simulations of 2DESS and
Stark spectra of a dimer/charge-transfer system inspired by the PD1PD2 “special-pair” of PSII in
themodiied Redieldmodel. Ater a discussion of the experimental implementation of 2DESS in
Chapter 4, I demonstrate the 2DESS technique on TIPS–pentacene (Chapter 5). In Chapter 6, I
show preliminary data on the photosystem II reaction center preparation D1D2 Cyt b559. A sum-
mary of the results of this thesis as well as suggestions of future work are contained in the inal
chapter.
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CHAPTER 2
heory of Nonlinear Optical SpectroscopicMethods
2.1 Introduction
Over the last two decades, two-dimensional electronic spectroscopy (2DES) has emerged as a
powerful tool for studying complex, excitonically-coupled systems. In concept, the 2DES tech-
nique extends pump-probe spectroscopy by spectrally-resolving the excitation axis ࿇� in addi-
tion to the detection axis ࿇� by replacing the single pump pulse with two pulses with a variable
time delay � between them. Upon Fourier-transformation along �, a two-dimensional spectrum
is obtained that is rich in chemical information of three types: the energies and degree of coupling
between electronic excited states, the nature of dephasing in the system and the degree of inhomo-
geneous broadening, and inally the kinetics of energy transfer between these excited states. he
primary advantage of 2DES over transient-absorption is that all of this information may be ob-
tained without sacriicing frequency resolution nor time-resolution. he utility of 2DES has been
demonstrated for the study of photosynthetic antenna complexes, photosynthetic enzymes, and
artiicial systems. Inmanyof these systems, photo-catalyzed reactionsproceed througha sequence
of charge-separated states that are particularly challenging to study because they form rapidly and
have weak spectral signatures. In particular, it was demonstrated that 2DES spectroscopy is not
very sensitive to them.
In this chapter, I develop the theoryof two-dimensional electronicStark spectroscopy(2DESS),
which enhances the sensitivity of 2DES to CT states by the perturbation of a large static (Stark)
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ield. I will discuss the semi-classical theory of optical spectroscopy required to describe the third-
order signals obtained in 2DESS. In this paradigm, the process of optical signal generation can be
broken into two conceptual steps. First, a classical ield propagating in the sample generates an
oscillating polarization ഭ(�) in the sample. If the ield intensity is suiciently high as when using
short laser pulses, the response of the material becomes nonlinear in the ield and this polariza-
tion gives rise to such interesting efects as second-harmonic generation, transient-absorption,
and two-photon absorption. Assuming the magnetic properties can be neglected, this macro-
scopic polarization can be interpreted as the expectation value of the quantum polarization op-
erator Tđഭ ̂�(�). he generated nonlinear polarization acts as a source term in Maxwell’s wave
equation and produces a signal ield ഢs that is detected in the experiment. In this way, the task of
the spectroscopist is to reconstruct the time-dependent density matrix ̂�(�) given the measured
signal ieldഢs.
In the following sections Idescribe the fundamentals of linear and third-order spectroscopies,
starting with a description of the generation of the signal ield ഢs as a function of the material re-
sponse functionയ. I will briely describe phase-reconstruction techniques, heterodyne detection
and phase-cycling. In the following section I will discuss how the material responseയ arises from
the quantumdipole operator മˆ, and how dephasing andmodels of the bath couple to thematerial
Hamiltonian to produce population relaxation and decoherence. In the inal sections, I describe
how the Stark ield changes the molecular Hamiltonian to produce the 2DESS signal. his addi-
tion is one of the original contributions of this thesis and is used in the following chapters for the
simulation and interpretation of experimental 2DESS spectra. he initial sections follow the ap-
proach of Butcher andCoter to describe classical nonlinear optics from the quantum-mechanical
prospective. A more complete description of theoretical methods used in third-order spectro-
scopies may be found in Mukamel[2] and Hamm and Zanni[3], as well as reviews cited in this
chapter.
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2.2 heory of Signal Detection
Electromagnetic Wave Equation
he Maxwell equations describe the propagation of classical electric ields in mater. We are in-
terested in deriving the nonlinear response of the material to an intense ield. In the general case
they take the form
∇ × ഢ − ࿈�࿈� = ѱ (2.1a)∇ ×�− ࿈ഡ࿈� = � (2.1b)∇⋅ഡ = � (2.1c)∇⋅� = ѱ (2.1d)
In these equations ഢ and� are the electric ield vector (in Vm−1) and the magnetic ield vector
(in Am−1), respectively.
Solving this set of equations requires the form of coupling between the pairs (ഢ,�) and (�,�) called the constitutive equations. In general they may have a complicated relationship[4], but
in uniform isotropic linear media they take the form
ഡ = �ഢ = ࿉�ഢ + ഭ (2.2a)� = �� = ྺ�(� +�) (2.2b)
It is typical in optics to deal with non-magnetic media so we can assume that the magneti-
sation � is zero. Further, as I will be dealing with solid, nonconducting samples that contain
only bound charges, I can safely assume that the current � and charge ̂� are also identically zero.
With these simpliications andby substituting (2.2), it is possible to eliminate� from theMaxwell
equations to obtain a wave equation in the time domain
∇ × ∇ × ഢ = − Ѳഀ ࿈ഢ࿈� − ྺ�࿈ഭ࿈� (2.3)
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In the case of discrete monochromatic continuous beams, it is otenmore convenient to ob-
tain (2.3) in the frequency domain by substituting the Fourier-relations forഢ(�)
∇ × ∇ × ഢ(ഃ) = ѵ�ഃഀ ഢ(ഃ) + ѵ�ഃྺ�ഢ(ഃ)= ࿇ഀ ഢ(࿇) + ࿇ྺ�ഭ(࿇) (2.4)
his is the wave-equation for monochromatic inputs. It is occasionally useful to use a quasi-
monochromatic form, in which ഢˆ(ഃ) is an envelope function. his is particularly relevant for
nonlinear interactions with femtosecond optical pulses. For now, we are assuming that there is
only a single ield-mater interaction, so there cannot be any cross-terms containing multiple in-
put frequencies∝ ࿇�࿇� .
In order to solve (2.3), we need a self-consistent ield pair (ഢ,ഭ) that satisies the boundary
conditions of our experiment.
Material Response Functions
he simplest model of optical response due to H.A. Lorentz proposes that a propagating electric
ield induces a proportional polarization in the sample[5]. With the development of the laser, it be-
came possible to observe optical nonlinearities which could be treated as anharmonicities within
the simple model. To describe this behavior, it is convenient to expand the electric polarizationഭ
in powers of the incident electric ieldഢ
ഭ(�) = ഭ(�)(�) + ഭ()(�) +⋯+ ഭ(�)(�) +⋯ (2.5)
where polarization of order � is ഭ(�). he irst order polarization ഭ(�) takes the form of a linear
integral operator ഭ(�)(�) = ࿉�∫∞−∞ Ă� �(�)(�; �) ⋅ ഢ(�)
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Further, we require that the systembe time-invariantwith respect to an arbitrary time shit ��, such
that there is no “absolute time” reference
�(�)(�; � − ��) ≡ �(�)(� + ��, �)
With this assumption, the irst order polarization becomes a convolution of the electric ieldഢ(�)
with an integral kernel called the irst-order material response functionയ(�)(� − �)[1]
ഭ(�)(�) = ࿉�∫∞−∞ Ă� യ(�)(� − �) ⋅ ഢ(�) = ࿉�∫∞−∞ Ă� യ(�)(�) ⋅ ഢ(� − �) (2.6)
To ensure that the material response yields a physically acceptable solution, we require two
additional constraints. First, the material response must be real to ensure that the resulting po-
larization and thus the signal ield ഢs is real. Second, the material response must vanish for times
before the ield perturbs it (യ(�)(� < ѱ) ≡ ѱ) to satisfy causality.
By analogous arguments, each term of the polarization expansion ഭ(�)(�) can be shown to
be related to a real response function tensor യ(�)(��, �,⋯ , ��) of rank � + Ѳ that vanishes for
any negative ��. he polarization term is then multi-linear in the input ields. For third-order, the
expansion is
ഭ()(�) = ࿉�∫∞−∞ Ă��∫∞−∞ Ă�∫∞−∞ Ă� യ()(��, �, �) ⋮ ഢ(� − ��)ഢ(� − �)ഢ(� − �) (2.7)
hese expressions are also commonly transformed to the frequency domain to obtain sus-
ceptibilities �(�)
ഭ(�)(�) = ࿉�∫∞−∞ Ă࿇ �(�)(−࿇�; ࿇) ⋅ ഢ(࿇) ăxď(−�࿇��) (2.8)
and
ഭ()(�) = ࿉�∫∞−∞ Ă࿇�∫∞−∞ Ă࿇∫∞−∞ Ă࿇ �()(−࿇�; ࿇�, ࿇, ࿇) ⋮ ഢ(࿇�)ഢ(࿇)ഢ(࿇) ăxď(−�࿇��)
(2.9)
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where the susceptibility tensor �(�) is deined as the Fourier transform of the response function�(�)(−࿇�; ࿇�,⋯ , ࿇�) = ∫∞−∞ Ă��⋯∫∞−∞ Ă�� യ(�)(��,⋯ , ��) ăxď(−� �∑� ࿇���) (2.10)
and ࿇� is the “signal” frequency that represents the result of phase-matching that is discussed in
the following section. For linear susceptibility,࿇� = ࿇.
his susceptibility approach is particularly useful for the case of monochromatic input ields
because in that case the resulting signal ield at a particular frequency depends only on the am-
plitude of a handful of frequency components. his approach is explored in detail in Boyd and
Butcher&Coter. In ultrafast spectroscopy, however, the broad bandwidth of the incident ields
andour interest in time-dependantphenomenamake theuseof the time-domainor carrier-envelope
form expressions (to be described later) much more convenient.
Let’s turn now to how the material response function generates a signal ield. In a later sec-
tion, the material response will be tied to a microscopic quantum-mechanical description of the
system.
2.3 Linear Response
To derive the expression for the signal ield ഢs, it is convenient to irst derive the result of a linear
ield-mater interaction. Higher-order interactions can then be treated as small perturbations to
the linear response. To begin, we start with the wave equation in the frequency domain (2.4) and
insert the expression for irst-order polarization (2.8),∇ × ∇ × ഢ(࿇) = ࿇ഀ ഢ(࿇) + ࿇ྺ�ഭ(�)(࿇)= ࿇ഀ (� + �(�)(−࿇; ࿇)) ⋅ ഢ(࿇)≡ ࿇ഀ �(࿇) ⋅ ഢ(࿇) (2.11)
his equation describes the response of the material to an incident ield, linking the ield to the
material dielectric tensor �. here is an implicit position dependence to this equation, which we
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can make explicit by expanding the solution in a basis of plane waves propagating in the direction�, ഢ(�, ࿇) = ഢˆ�ቓ ăxď(��� ⋅ �) + c.c. (2.12)
where it is conventional to expand the vector in terms of the real (�) and imaginary (ྸ) parts of
the index of refraction, �� = ࿇�[�(࿇�) + �ྸ(࿇�)]/ഀ �. he magnitude of the vector �� is not
arbitrary because both the Helmholtz equation (2.11) and the Maxwell equations (2.1) must be
satisied simultaneously. his leads to the Fresnel equations which link the components of the
index of refraction for a propagation direction � and the components of the dielectric tensor �,
[(� ⋅ �)� − �][�(࿇�) + �ྸ(࿇�)] + [Ră � + � lČ �] ⋅ � = ѱ (2.13)
where � is the polarization vector of the electric ield that satisies �⋆� = Ѳ∗. It is this set of equa-
tions that results in a birefringence in certain crystals and provides away to obtain phase-matching
in second harmonic generation. For our purposes, it is suicient to deal with isotropic samples in
which the index of refraction is independent of propagation direction. his simpliication allows
us to replace the dielectric tensor with a scalar ࿉ and yields the familiar expression,
[�(࿇�) + �ྸ(࿇�)] = ࿉ = Ѳ + �(�) (2.14)
his equation yields a particularly simple solution if we assume that the sample is “optically thin,”
that such that� ≫ ྸ. In this case, wemay replace the expression (2.14) by�(�+�ѳྸ), and notice
that ྸ = lČ �(�)/ѳ�. he measured signal ield ater propagation through the sample oriented
perpendicular to ̂ജ is
ഢs(ജ, ࿇�) = ഢˆ�ቓ ăxď(−ྸ࿇�ജ/ഀ) ăxď(��࿇�ജ/ഀ) (2.15)
∗this topic is further discussed in a later section, in which it is demonstrated that polarization selection may be
used for atenuating certain transitions
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he absorption exponentially atenuates the signal as a function of propagation distance
along ̂ജ. his is relected in Beer’s Law࿈࿈ജ೬�(࿇�) = ࿈࿈ജഢs⋆ഢs = −ѳྸ(࿇�)࿇�ഀ ೬� = −lČ�(�)(−࿇�; ࿇�)࿇��(࿇�)ഀ ೬� (2.16)
where the absorption coeicient ྯ ∝ lČ �(�)/√Ѳ + Ră �(�).
2.4 Nonlinear Interactions
Having obtained the expression for the irst-order response, we now turn our atention to the
higher-order terms in (2.5). Collecting them into a single termഭ(NL) yieldsഭ(�, �) = ࿉�∫∞−∞ Ă࿇ �(�)(−࿇, ࿇) ⋅ ഢ(�, �) ăxď(−�࿇�) + ഭ(NL)(�, �) (2.17)
As we saw in the previous section, the irst term on the right contributes to index of refraction and
the absorption of the incident ield. he nonlinear terms act as a perturbation to this behavior.
Substituting this expression into the wave equation (2.3), we obtain∇×∇×ഢ(�, �)+ Ѳഀ ࿈࿈� ∫∞−∞ Ă࿇ (�+�(�)(−࿇; ࿇))⋅ഢ(�, ࿇) ăxď(−�࿇�) = −ྺ�࿈ഭ(NL)(�, �)࿈�
(2.18)
Whereas in the linear absorption case we expanded in a basis of ininite plane waves with a
sinusoidal phase dependence, this time we will use the quasimonochromatic (carrier-amplitude)
form for the ields ഢ(�, �) = ∑�ቓ≥� ഢˆ�ቓ(�, �) ăxď(−�࿇��) + c.c. (2.19)ഭ(�, �) = ∑�ቓ≥� ഭˆ�ቓ(�, �) ăxď(−�࿇��) + c.c. (2.20)
where ഢˆ�ቓ(�) and ഭˆ�ቓ(�) are the bandwidth-limited slowly-varying envelopes centered near ࿇�.
he spatial phase in this form is hidden in the envelopes. In the frequency domain (2.19) becomesഢ(�, ࿇) = Ѳѳ ∑�ቓ≥� ഢˆ�ቓ(�, ࿇ − ࿇�) + c.c. (2.21)
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Now we can substitute (2.21) and (2.20) into (2.18) to obtain an expression involving the
ield envelopes. Wewill focus on the term involving �(�) in (2.18) irst and rederive an expression
analogous to (2.15). Using (2.14) for an isotropic sample, this term becomes
೬ = Ѳഀ ࿈࿈� ∫∞−∞ Ă࿇ (Ѳ + �(�)(−࿇; ࿇))ഢ(�, ࿇) ăxď(−�࿇�)= −∫∞−∞ Ă࿇ [�(࿇) + �ྸ(࿇)]࿇ഀ Ѳѳ ∑�ቓ≥�[ഢˆ�ቓ(�, ࿇ − ࿇�) + ഢˆ⋆�ቓ(�, −࿇ − ࿇�)] ăxď(−�࿇�)= −Ѳѳ ∑�ቓ≥�∫∞−∞ Ă࿇ �(࿇)ഢˆ�ቓ(�, ࿇ − ࿇�) ăxď(−�࿇�) + c.c.
To simplify the expression further, we expand �(࿇) in a Taylor series around ࿇�, which
leads to the expression
೬ ≈ −Ѳѳ ∑�ቓ≥� ăxď(−�࿇��) (�� + �ѳ�� Ă�Ă࿇|||�ቓ ࿈࿈� − �� Ă�Ă࿇ |||�ቓ ࿈࿈�) ഢˆ�ቓ(�, �) + c.c.
Substituting this result into (2.18), expanding bothഢ andഭ(NL) in the carrier-envelope form and
collecting terms centered near࿇�, we can obtain an equation for the time-domain envelope com-
ponents of the electric ield
∇×∇×ഢˆ�ቓ(�, �)−(�� + �ѳ�� Ѳ�ᅋ ࿈࿈� − �� Ă�Ă࿇ |||�ቓ ࿈࿈�) ഢˆ�ቓ(�, �) = ྺ�࿇� ഭˆ(NL)�ቓ (�, �) (2.22)
where�ᅋ ≡ ( d�d� ||�ቓ)−� is the groupvelocity. his equationdescribes thepropagationofbandwidth-
limited signals of arbitrary spatial frequency distribution, encoded in the �-dependence of the en-
velopes.
For simplicity, we make a number of approximations analogous to those used in the linear
case. First, we orient the coordinate system such that the generated signal lies along the ̂ജ direction
and look for an ininteplane-wave solution. his reduces the formof theield envelope to ഢˆ�ቓ(ജ, �)
and the irst term in (2.22) to − �ᆬ��ᆬ . Next, we assume that the signal ield is propagating in the
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+ ̂ജ direction, such that ഢˆ�ቓ(ജ, �) = ��ቓ(ജ, �) ăxď(+���ജ). Finally, we make the spatial slowly-
varying approximation, ||�ᆬ��ቓ��ᆬ || ≪ ||�� ���ቓ�� ||. With these approximations, we obtain
(� ࿈࿈ജ + � Ѳ�ᅋ ࿈࿈� − Ѳѳ ࿈�࿈࿇ |||�ቓ ࿈࿈�)��ቓ(ജ, �) = −ྺ�࿇�ѳ�� ഭ(NL)�ቓ(�, �) ăxď(−���ജ) (2.23)
In the limit of monochromatic ields (no time-dependence of envelopes) and no nonlinear polar-
ization, this expression reduces to the linear ield propagation expression (2.15).
Optical Phase Matching
he expression (2.23) obtained in the previous section demonstrates an important spatial selec-
tivity property called “phase-matching.” We can demonstrate this property by taking the limit of
monochromatic ields, such that the time derivatives become negligible. In this case, (2.23) re-
duces to ࿈࿈ജ��ቓ(ജ) = � ྺ�࿇�ѳ�� ഭ(NL)�ቓ(�, �) ăxď(−���ജ) (2.24)
From the discussion on response functions above, we saw that the polarization is multi-linear in
the input ields, and we assumed that the nonlinear polarization cannot couple to the generated
signal. If we posit a plane-wave solution for ഭ(�>�)�ቓ as we did for ഢˆ�ቓ , we observe that each non-
linear polarization term at a signal frequency࿇� = ±࿇� ±࿇ ±⋯±࿇� would propagate with a
spatial frequency �� = ±�� ± � ±⋯± ��. Labeling the generated signal polarization vector
along ̂ജ as �� and the projection of the polarization spatial frequency on ̂ജ as �′� = ��′ ⋅ ̂ജ, the
equation becomes ࿈࿈ജ��ቓ(ജ) = � ྺ�࿇�ѳ�� ഭˆ�ቓ(ജ) ăxď(�(�′� − ��)ജ) (2.25)
By integrating this over the sample of length ജ we can obtain an expression for the ield envelope
ater propagation through the sample, in the limit of no signal absorption,
��ቓ(ജ) = �ྺ�࿇�ജѳ�� ഭˆ�ቓĒičā(���ജѳ ) ăxď(����ജѳ ) (2.26)
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where the wavevector mismatch is ��� ≡ �′� − �� and we have assumed that the polarization is
uniform along ̂ജ.
For large sample thicknes (ജ ≫ Ѳ/࿇), the Ēičā(ച) = Ēič ച/ച function can be approxi-
mated as a delta function. In this limit it acts as a sharply selective spatial ilter that strongly aten-
uates the generation of polarization components away from ̂ജ. In the opposite limit, it reduces to
unity, performing no iltering. In this case, signals are generated in all directions. In practice, the
terms that we have neglected by ignoring time-dependence and spatial dispersion serve to relax
the phase-matching condition even for macroscopic samples.
his spatial iltering behavior has important experimental consequences, because it allows
the selection of a particular order of nonlinearity and ield interaction order simply by placing the
detector at a particular spatial position.
Homodyne and Heterodyne Detection
A fundamental challenge in coherent optical spectroscopy lies in the fact that at this time it is
impossible to measure the amplitude of an optical wave directly. Instead, optical detectors are
“square-law” in the sense that it is the incident optical power that is measured. An ideal optical
detector measures a current ��∗ that is linear with the incident power
�� = �೤೬� (2.27)
where � is a proportionality constant, and೤ is the portion of the detector area illuminated by the
beam. For a typical experiment, we are interested in the time-domain or frequency response of
this signal. For example, in a linear absorption experiment���(࿇)�� = ೬�(࿇) − ೬�೬� ≈ ྯ(࿇) ∝ ||�(�)|| (2.28)
∗or charge, as in CCD detectors
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where ྯ is the unnormalized absorption coeicient we obtained earlier. As can be seen from
(2.26), this proportionality to the square of the absolute value of susceptibility is true for any or-
der nonlinearity[6]. It is called homodyne detection because the signal ield is optically mixed with
itself,ഢs⋆ഢs, and is detected as a diferential change in the intensity�೬�.
In contrast, the phase-matching criterion suggests that instead of detecting the signal ield
directly, we can instead add it coherently to an auxiliary ield propagating in the same direction
called the local oscillator and detect the interference that results. his approach is called heterodyne
detection. In this case,
�detected(�) ∝ |ഢLO(�) + ഢs(�)|= ೬LO + ೬�(�) + Ră[ഢ⋆LO(�) ⋅ ഢs(�)]≈ ೬LO + Ră[ഢ⋆LO(�) ⋅ ഢs(�)] (2.29)
he local oscillator acts to amplify the much-weaker signalഢs and, provided that the local oscilla-
tor has awell characterized spectrum and phase, allows us to reconstruct the full ield amplitude of
the signal rather than just its absolute value. his technique is particularly useful in noncollinear
geometries because this increase in signal strength allows detection of very weak optical signals
above the detector noise-loor.
Field Polarization
In the dipole approximation for isotropic media, the propagation of the incident ield does not
depend on polarization. In the case of higher-order interactions such as pump-probe, or in ex-
periments beyond the dipole approximation such as circular dichroism, the polarization vector
becomes important to properly describe the interaction. In this case, it is common to express the
polarization of an electric ield as ഢs = ��s = ം��s� (2.30)
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where � is a (complex) unit vector representing the polarization state of the ieldഢs which satisies�⋆ ⋅ �. he generated electric polarization ഭ(NL) is sensitive to the polarization of the incident
ields ഢ = ���� . By judiciously choosing the polarization vectors of the input ields, particular
combinations of tensor elements ofഭ(NL) can be probed.
2.5 Density Matrix Perturbationheory
As discussed in the previous sections, the superposition of ields in media can lead to a macro-
scopic polarization that we treated as a perturbation to the linear response. his polarization was
characterized in a ield-independent manner through a response function യ, or equivalently, a
susceptibility �. In the semi-classical approach, we can tie this response function to the micro-
scopic behavior by obtaining expectation values of quantum operators corresponding to electric
and magnetic dipoles, and higher order terms in a multipole expansion. In typical optical appli-
cations, the higher order contributions are negligible, so we will stop at the electric dipole term.
his is called the electric dipole approximation. A classical approach to this problem is described
in[4], sec 6.6.
In analogy to the classical deinition, we deine the macroscopic electric polarization ഭ as
the dipole moment density deined in a volume ೹. his volume must be small enough that the
variations in external properties like the incident ield intensity are small, and yet large enough
that this volume contains a representative ensemble of quantum systems. By the correspondence
principle, we deine the polarization as
ഭ(�, �) = ⟨മˆtotal⟩ /೹ (2.31)
where മˆtotal is the electric dipole operator that includes a sum over all charges in the volume, of
the form മˆtotal = −ം∑� �̂� + ം∑� ೽��̂� (2.32)
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where ം is the electric charge and೽� is the charge of the nucleus. In the density matrix formalism,
this expectation value can be calculated by evaluating the trace so that the polarization we seek is
given by, ഭ(�, �) = Ѳ೹ Tđ[മˆ(�) ̂�(�)] (2.33)
where the time evolution of the density matrix is governed by the Liouville equation
�ℏĂ ̂�Ă� = [೫ˆ, ̂�] (2.34)
hese last two equations provide the link between the macroscopic generated signal ield ഢs and
the microscopic time-evolution of the quantum system in the dipole limit. It is accurate provided
the generated signal is not strong enough to couple back to the system. Tomake the problemmore
tractable, we make a further simpliication and assume that the volume೹ contains subensembles
of identical quantum systems that do not interact with each other and that are identically ori-
ented∗. his is equivalent to saying that the Hamiltonian ೫ˆ� describing the system � is identical
and spatially independent, and therefore commutes with every otherHamiltonian describing sys-
tems in any subensemble. In this case, instead of working with the total dipole operator മˆtotal we
can instead track the statistical average behavior of each subensemble. he total polarization is
then scaled by the number densityೱ� ≡ ೰�/೹ of each subensemble � consisting of೰� systems
ഭ(�, �) = ∑� ೱ� Tđ[മˆ ̂��(�)] (2.35)
where the density matrix ̂� depends on the externally-applied electric ields. Calculation of the
macroscopic polarization then reduces to obtaining the average density operator evolution for a
subensemble.
∗the spatial orientation of each subensemble can be diferent, which is important because it allows treating
arbitrarily-oriented ensembles in the same framework
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2.6 Superoperator Description of System Evolution
he time evolution of each quantum system is described by Liouville equation (2.34) in which
the systemHamiltonian ೫ˆ can be split into time-dependent and independent parts
೫ˆ(�) = ೫ˆ� + ೫ˆI(�) (2.36)
where ೫ˆ� is called thematerialHamiltonian thatmodels the systemevolution aswell as anymicro-
scopic relaxation behavior, and ೫ˆI is called the interaction Hamiltonian. It represents the pertur-
bation of the system by a time-dependent external force. In the dipole approximation, it is simply
೫ˆI(�) = −മˆ ⋅ ഢ(�) (2.37)
whereഢ is an external electric ield.
hematerial Hamiltonian can be further subdivided into several parts
೫ˆ� = ೫ˆsystem + ೫ˆbath + ೫ˆSB + ೫ˆDC(ഢDC) (2.38)
In this equation the irst term is the system Hamiltonian which includes all the degrees of free-
dom that must bemodelled exactly. ೫ˆbath represents themodel for relaxation processes responsi-
ble for decoherence and population relaxation that couple to the system through the system-bath
coupling term ೫ˆSB. he bath has to be treated approximately, because it has far too many de-
grees of freedom to include explicitly. he inal term ೫ˆDC is a Stark efect perturbation term that
parametrically dependent on an external static electric ield. his term will be discussed later, in
connection with the 2DESS experiment.
Instead of using the conventional density matrix formalism directly, it will be convenient to
describe the time evolution of the system using superoperators. his is analogous to the transition
from the wavefunction formalism to the density matrix formalism, and involves an increase of
dimensionality of the description space fromೱ×ೱ space of the densitymatrices to theೱ×ೱ
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space of linear functionals of operators, called “superoperators.” In this space, quantum operators
like the density operator ̂� become vectors. his increase in complexity is rewarded by a more
compact and intuitive description of relaxation processes. For instance, the commutation with
the Hamiltonian in equation (2.34) can be deined as a superoperator
�⊙⇔ [೫ˆ,⊙] = ೫ˆ ⊙ −⊙ ೫ˆ (2.39)
where⊙ is a placeholder for anoperator∗. We can split this totalLiouvillian superoperator intoparts
using the distributivity property of commutators, and deine two more superoperators called the
material and interaction Liouvillians
�mat⊙ ⇔ [೫ˆ�,⊙] (2.40)�int⊙ ⇔ [−മˆ ⋅ ഢ(�),⊙] (2.41)
he equation of motion for the density operator in the superoperator formalism is described by
the Liouville-von Neumann equation which takes a form analogous to the Schrödinger equation,
�ℏ ࿈࿈� ̂�(�) = �mat ̂�(�) +�int(�) ̂�(�) (2.42)
In the absence of any external perturbation (�int = ѱ), the density operator ̂� is in thermal-
equilibrium. his means that it is time-independent, with population occupancy satisfying the
Boltzmann distribution and having no coherence. hat is†
̂�(�) = ̂�� = � ăxď(−೫ˆ�/��೷) (2.43)
where � is a normalization constant to ensure that Tđ[ ̂�] = Ѳ,
� = Ѳ/ Tđ[ăxď(−೫ˆ�/��೷)] (2.44)
∗Note that on the right, we are in operator space, while on the let the operator⊙ is actually a vector. hus this
equation suggests an equivalence rather than an equality.
†this expression is in the density matrix formalism because it is easier to express this way
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In this case, (2.42) can be directly integrated to obtain the ield-independent propagator in
the Liouville representation �mat(�) = ăxď(− �ℏ�mat�) (2.45)
andwenotice that the equilibriumdensityoperator ̂�� commuteswith this propagator�mat(�) ̂�� =̂��.
2.7 Perturbative Expansion of ̂� in Liouville Space
Having obtained the ield-independent part of the propagation, we are now in a position to treat
the interaction Hamiltonian as a small perturbation to the equilibrium Hamiltonian. We can ex-
pand thedensity operator ̂�(�) in a series in powers of the interactionHamiltonian,much the same
way we expanded the polarization previously in equation (2.5)
̂�(�) = ̂�� + ̂��(�) +⋯+ ̂��(�) +⋯ (2.46)
Additionally, we take assume that at the ininitely-distant past, thebathwas in thermal equilibrium,
and thus ̂�(−∞) = ̂��. his implies that all other orders ̂��≠�(−∞) = ѱ and establishes a
boundary condition for our expansion. By inserting (2.46) into (2.42) and equating orders of the
ield-mater interaction, we obtain a set of diferential equations that approximate the evolution of
the density operator
�ℏ࿈ ̂��࿈� = �mat ̂���ℏ࿈ ̂��(�)࿈� = �mat ̂��(�) +�int ̂���ℏ࿈ ̂�(�)࿈� = �mat ̂�(�) +�int ̂��(�) (2.47)⋮�ℏ࿈ ̂��(�)࿈� = �mat ̂��(�) +�int ̂��−�(�)
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In principle, this completes the discussion of the problem. Having obtained an approximate solu-
tion to this set of equations to a given order, ̂�∑�≤�(�) = ̂�� + ̂��(�) + ⋯ + ̂��(�), we evaluate
the expectation value (2.31) and obtain an expression for the signal ield via (2.23). However,
it will be more convenient to solve this set of equations by transforming to a rotating coordinate
frame irst, called the interaction picture, in which these equations take a particularly compact and
intuitive form.
Interaction Picture
To obtain a solution to the set of equations (2.47), we note that every equation has the form
�ℏĂ ̂��(�)Ă� = �(�) ̂��(�) + ℬ(�)
where � and ℬ are superoperators and ̂��(�) is the �-th term of the expansion. his suggests
that we try a solution using an integrating factor applied on the let, being careful to maintain the
orderingof theoperators. Calling the integrating factor��, we search for a solutionof the equation
�ℏ ĂĂ� [��(�) ̂��(�)] = �ℏ��(�)Ă ̂��(�)Ă� −���mat ̂��(�)
By expanding the diferential on the right and equating terms, we obtain an equation for the inte-
grating factor and, by direct integration, the solutionĂ��Ă� = + �ℏ���mat��(�) = ăxď[+��mat�/ℏ] ≡ �†mat(�) (2.48)
Solving the adjoint diferential equation by applying a diferent integrating factor�� on the right,
we can obtain the adjoint solution
��(�) = ăxď[−��mat�/ℏ] ≡ �mat(�) (2.49)
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hese integrating factors�mat and�†mat are the forward and backward propagators in Liouville
space, which represent the ield-free evolution dynamics of the density operator. We can see that
in a strict operator sense they satisfy the following properties,
�†mat(�) = (�mat(�))† = �mat(−�) (2.50a)�mat(�)�mat(�′) = �mat(� + �′) (2.50b)�mat(�)�†mat(�) = Ѳ (2.50c)
Wemaynowproceedwith obtaining the solution of the perturbation expansion of ̂� in terms
of the factor�†mat ̂�,
�ℏ ĂĂ� [�†mat(�) ̂��(�)] = �†mat(�)�int(�) ̂��−�(�)
By inserting the property (2.50c) in the expression above, we obtain an expression for a general
term of the series of ̂��(�) in the interaction picture,
�ℏĂ ̂�I�(�)Ă� = �Iint(�) ̂�I�−�(�) (2.51)
where I introduced the notation in the interaction picture ̂�I(�) ≡ �†mat(�) ̂�(�) for the density
operator and�Iint(�) ≡ �†mat(�)�int(�)�mat for the interaction Liouvillian. hese deinitions
provide examples of transforming vectors and superoperators to the interaction picture, with the
reverse transformation given by replacing�†mat ⇔ �mat. In this form we obtain the solution by
direct integration, ̂�I�(�) = − �ℏ ∫�−∞ Ă��Iint(�) ̂�I�−�(�) (2.52)
and we may transform to the density matrix space using the equivalence relation
�†mat(�) ̂�(�) ⇔ ೸†mat(�) ̂�(�)೸mat(�) (2.53)
with the deinition೸mat(�) ≡ ăxď(−�೫ˆ��/ℏ).
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Figure 2.1 he time-ordering of ield-mater interactions for (a) the irst-order response and (b)
the third-order response. In the notation of the text, the time delays �� are the integration
variables, not the location of the pulses in the ield envelopes �ᆀ.
2.8 Linear andhird-order Response Functions
Having obtained a perturbative solution of the density operator ̂� in Liouville space, we can now
evaluate the termsof thepolarizationexpansion(2.5)byevaluating the expectationvalue in (2.31)
and associating each polarization termഭ�(�)with the density operator expansion term ̂��(�)∗.
he irst-order reponse is given by
ഭ(�)(�) = ೱ ⟨മˆ(�)⟩ ≡ ೱ⟨⟨മˆ| ̂��(�)⟩⟩
where ೱ is the number density of quantum systems in the microscopic volume, and I have in-
troduced the double-angle notation for expressing operators as vectors in Liouville space. In or-
der to evaluate this expectation value, we irst obtain the irst-order density operator ̂��(�) in the
∗for simplicity, we assume that the system consists of one subensemble, and drop the sum notation introduced
in equation (2.35)
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Schrödinger picture using (2.52),
| ̂��(�)⟩⟩ = �mat(�)| ̂�I�(�)⟩⟩ = Ѳ�ℏ ∫��ᆪ Ă���mat(�)�Iint(��)| ̂�I�(��)⟩⟩ (2.54)
Note that in this expression, മˆ is a vector quantity and that the interaction Liouvillian�Iint
also contains terms that are dependent on the direction and polarization of the incident ield. To
keep track of this, I will denote the index of the polarization vector of the polarizationഭ as ă� and
the polarization vector of ഢ (in the sense of (2.30)) as ăᆀ. Keeping this in mind, we can obtainഭ(�)(�) as
ೳ(�)� (�) = ೱ Ră [ă⋆� Ѳ�ℏ ∫��ᆪ Ă�� ⟨⟨೴ˆ�|�mat(� − ��)�ᆀ�ᆀ(��)| ̂��⟩⟩] (2.55)
where the expression is now in the Schrödinger picture instead of the interaction picture and the
notation �ᆀ⊙ ⇔ [೴ˆᆀ,⊙] was introduced to factor out the electric ield dependence, and we
take the real part to select the polarization ă� . By making the variable substitution �� ↔ � and
extending the limit �� → −∞, we can cast this equation to the response function form,
ೳ(�)� (�) = ೱ Ră [ă⋆�∫�−�ᆪ� Ă� �ℏ⟨⟨೴ˆ�|�mat(�)�ᆀ| ̂��⟩⟩�ᆀ(� − �)]= Ră [࿉�∫∞−∞ Ă� ೵(�)�ᆀ(�)ă⋆�(ăᆀ�(� − �) + c.c. )] (2.56)
with ೵(�)�ᆀ(�) ≡ ೱ࿉� �ℏ�(�)⟨⟨೴ˆ�(�)|�ᆀ(ѱ) ̂��⟩⟩ (2.57)
where the limits have been extended to ±∞ to match the form of (2.6) and the incident ield
complex polarization vector has been factored out of�ᆀ. Here,� is the Heaviside theta function,
representing the causality requirement of the response function. he response function (2.57) can
be put into a more familiar form in the density matrix formalism by noting that the inner product
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in Liouville space corresponds to the trace
⟨⟨೴ˆ�(�)|�ᆀ(ѱ) ̂��⟩⟩ ⇔ Tđ[U†mat(�)೴ˆ�Umat(�)[೴ˆᆀ, ̂��]]= Tđ[೴ˆ�(�)೴ˆᆀ ̂�� − ೴ˆ�(�) ̂��೴ˆᆀ]= ೭(�) − ೭⋆(�)
with ೭(�) ≡ Tđ[೴ˆ�(�)೴ˆᆀ ̂��]
hisdemonstrates the general requirement that the response function is real relecting themeasur-
able nature of the polarizationഭ. he real part of the expression (2.56) is taken as a mathematical
convenience to project onto a Jones vector represented by ă� , not because either the ield nor the
response is complex.
For third-order polarization, an analogous procedure leads to a response function
೵()�ᆀᆁᆂ(��, �, �) ≡ ೱ࿉�( �ℏ)�(��)�(�)�(�) (2.58)⟨⟨೴ˆ�|�mat(�)�ᆂ�mat(�)�ᆁ�mat(��)�ᆀ| ̂��⟩⟩
which generates a polarization given by
ೳ()� (�) = Ră ࿉�∫∞−∞ Ă�∫∞−∞ Ă�∫∞−∞ Ă�� ೵()�ᆀᆁᆂ(��, �, �)ă⋆�ăᆀăᆁăᆂ×�ᆀ(� − � − � − ��)�ᆁ(� − � − �)�ᆂ(� − �) (2.59)+ c.c.
hese equations represent the link between the microscopic description of mater using the den-
sity operator and the macroscopic measured ield, obtained through the polarization componentೳ()� . he response is causal as required by the form of (2.7), but is not in the independent convo-
lutional form. his defect is supericial, as can be seen by making the substitutions �′ ↔ � + �
and �′� ↔ �� + � + �. By the deinitions of the intervals, the response function will still vanish
for any �′� ≤ ѱ.
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As before, we may demonstrate that the third-order response is causal by spliting it into
several response functionsയ()� and their complex conjugates. To do this, we repeatedly substitute
the propagator identity (2.50c) into (2.58) and transform the dipole operators to the interaction
picture, indicated by the time-dependence of ೴ˆ and�. his readily yields the deinitions ofയ()�೵()�ᆀᆁᆂ(�′�, �′, �′) = ೱ࿉�( �ℏ)�(�′� − �′)�(�′ − �′)�(�′) ∑�=� [೵�,�ᆀᆁᆂ − ೵⋆�,�ᆀᆁᆂ] (2.60a)
with ೵�,�ᆀᆁᆂ = Tđ[೴ˆᆁ(�′� − �′)೴ˆᆂ(�′� − �′)೴ˆ�(�′�)೴ˆᆀ(ѱ) ̂��] (2.60b)೵,�ᆀᆁᆂ = Tđ[೴ˆᆀ(ѱ)೴ˆᆂ(�′� − �′)೴ˆ�(�′�)೴ˆᆁ(�′� − �′) ̂��] (2.60c)೵,�ᆀᆁᆂ = Tđ[೴ˆᆀ(ѱ)೴ˆᆁ(�′� − �′)೴ˆ�(�′�)೴ˆᆂ(�′� − �′) ̂��] (2.60d)೵,�ᆀᆁᆂ = Tđ[೴ˆ�(�′�)೴ˆᆂ(�′� − �′)೴ˆᆁ(�′� − �′)೴ˆᆀ(ѱ) ̂��] (2.60e)
In the 2DES literature these pathways are commonly represented in graphical form using
the double-sided Feynman diagram formalism[2], depicted in Figure 2.2. hey portray the inter-
action of the ield with density matrix elements at sequential time intervals. Here, the initial state
is represented as a density matrix element |೾⟩⟨೾| at the botom of the diagram, an element of the
thermally equilibrated densitymatrix ̂��. Each ield-mater interaction represented as a line on the
let (ket) or right (bra) side causes the density matrix element to evolve for the time interval un-
til the next interaction. Because the ield-mater interaction Hamiltonian depends on the electric
ield, each wiggly line is linked to an electric polarization vector � andwavevector�. he resulting
total wavevector�must satisfy the phase-matching conditions for bulk samples. In this way, each
diagram allows one to track the resulting polarization component and the efect of the propagatorUmat, making it a useful graphical tool for interpreting 2D electronic spectra.
2.9 Modeling of a Realistic System
In theprevious sections, wedeveloped a theory that links themicroscopic behavior of an ensemble
of quantum systems in a small volume ೹ to the macroscopic polarization that leads to nonlinear
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Figure 2.2 Feynman diagrams for general third-order signal in a multi-level system. Each
ield-mater interaction represented as acts on the let or right of the density matrix to cause a
transition to a population |೾⟩⟨೾| or a coherence |೾⟩⟨೿|. Because each action on the right
corresponds to choosing the negative part of the commutator, there is an overall (−Ѳ)� factor for
each diagram, where � is the number of interactions from the right. he time intervals between
interactions are represented as ��.
optical efects. We were able to reach this point without specifying much detail about the system
itself, other than to split the total Hamiltonian ೫ˆ based on time-dependence.
In reality, condensed-phase systems are far too complex to treat fully quantum-mechanically
due to the near-ininite number of degrees of freedom that would be required. Instead, the sys-
tem is partitioned into a set of discrete quantum-mechanical states that are treated exactly and a
continuum of states that are modeled by statistical mechanics methods using projection operator
techniques. his approach allows an immense simpliication of the modelling, because only the
aggregate behavior of the continuum states must be traced, which take the form of �-time corre-
lation functions. he disadvantage is that this is inherently an approximation process, analogous
to replacing an unknown distribution function by a inite number of moments. Even with this
simpliication, only a few analytically-tractable solutions exist. his thesis will deal with only one,
called the BrownianOscillatormodel, for which the bath ismodelled as an ininite number of har-
monic oscillators. here is excellent literature which deals with these topics in detail[2,7]. Here I
sketch the outline of the procedure.
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Material Hamiltonian Revisited
Let us take a model of the total Hamiltonian in the Brownian oscillator form[2,8],
೫ˆS = �̂ѳ� + ೹( ̂ച) (2.61)೫ˆI = ೺( ̂ച, �) (2.62)೫ˆB = ∑ᆀ �̂ᆀѳ�ᆀ + Ѳѳ�ᆀ࿇ᆀ ̂ചᆀ (2.63)೫ˆSB = − ̂ച∑ᆀ ഀᆀ ̂ചᆀ (2.64)೫ˆren = Ѳѳ ̂ച∑ᆀ ഀᆀ�ᆀ࿇ᆀ (2.65)
Here, our system of interest is represented by ೫ˆS, while the bath is a large number of harmonic
oscillators ೫ˆB, represented with operators with the ྯ subscripts. We assume that the coupling is
linear between the systemand the bathwith the coupling strength ഀᆀ. In comparison to (2.38), we
have added an extra term called the renormalization Hamiltonian that represents the energy shit
that the system experiences when put in contact with the bath. It is required so that the system
satisies the Quantum Langevin equation[8]. As usual, ೫ˆ� represents the ield-mater interaction
and is let in a general form.
he popularity of this model rests on the fact that for an arbitrary potential, the evolution of
this system is exactly solvable. In fact, the bath behavior is completely characterized by a function
called the bath spectral density, deined as
೭(࿇) = �∑ᆀ ഀᆀѳ�ᆀ࿇ᆀ (ྲ(࿇ − ࿇ᆀ) − ྲ(࿇ + ࿇ᆀ)) (2.66)
while the renormalization Hamiltonian is simply
೫ˆren = Ѳѳྐྵ ̂ച (2.67)
with ྐྵ ≡ ∫∞−∞ Ă࿇ѳ� ೭(࿇)࿇ (2.68)
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In the spectroscopy literature, ྐྵ is oten referred to as the reorganization energy.
If we assume that the system is initially in the ground state which includes the reorganization
energy and the bath is in thermal equilibrium (see (2.43)), we may trace out the bath degrees of
freedom and, in the limit of weak system-bath coupling, obtain a complex correlation function
೦(�) = ∫∞−∞ Ă࿇ѳ�೭(࿇) āĎĒ(࿇�) āĎēh(ྰℏ࿇ѳ ) − � ∫∞−∞ Ă࿇ѳ�೭(࿇) Ēič(࿇�) (2.69)
his correlation function represents the modulation of the energy gap between the ground state
and the excited states by the bath. Looking at only the ground and irst excited state that we now
label as ഄ and ം respectively, it can be shown that the auxiliary response functions take the form[2]
೵�,�ᆀᆁᆂ = ೴ˆᆀ೴ˆᆁ೴ˆᆂ೴ˆ� ăxď(−�࿇ᅉᅋ�� − �࿇ᅉᅋ�)× ăxď(−ഄ⋆(�) − ഄ(��) − ഃ+(�, �, ��)) (2.70)೵,�ᆀᆁᆂ = ೴ˆᆀ೴ˆᆁ೴ˆᆂ೴ˆ� ăxď(�࿇ᅉᅋ�� − �࿇ᅉᅋ�)× ăxď(−ഄ⋆(�) − ഄ(��) + ഃ⋆+ (�, �, ��)) (2.71)೵,�ᆀᆁᆂ = ೴ˆᆀ೴ˆᆁ೴ˆᆂ೴ˆ� ăxď(�࿇ᅉᅋ�� − �࿇ᅉᅋ�)× ăxď(−ഄ(�) − ഄ⋆(��) + ഃ⋆− (�, �, ��)) (2.72)೵,�ᆀᆁᆂ = ೴ˆᆀ೴ˆᆁ೴ˆᆂ೴ˆ� ăxď(−�࿇ᅉᅋ�� − �࿇ᅉᅋ�)× ăxď(−ഄ(�) − ഄ⋆(��) − ഃ−(�, �, ��)) (2.73)
with ഃ±(�, �, ��) ≡ ഄ(⋆, )(�) − ഄ(⋆, )(� + �) − ഄ(�� + �) + ഄ(�� + � + �) (2.74)ഄ(�) ≡ ∫�� Ă�′∫�′� Ă�″ ೦(�″)ℏ (2.75)
In particular, all of the time-dependence is encoded in an exponential pre-factor dependent on
the coherence times �� and �, which gets modulated by a factor dependent on the bath correla-
tion function through the lineshape function ഄ(�). In the case that the system-bath coupling is೭(࿇) = ѱ, this modulating factor reduces to unity and the response functions simply oscillate
at the electronic gap frequency. Conversely, a sharp feature in the spectral density will show up
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as an additional resonance in this pre-factor∗. his property is useful for including vibrational
modes into the 2D spectrum at a small computational cost. he disadvantage of this approach
is that because the bath modes are independent in the linear-coupling limit, coherences between
vibrational modes cannot be modeled in this way.
In this section I have described a simple model for relaxation of a particle coupled to a har-
monic bath at thermal equilibrium. hismodel illustrates the advantages of using a harmonic bath
representation, but is too simple to describe the dynamics of realistic quantum systems. Instead,
a multimode Brownian oscillator model is typically used[2]. In this model, each quantum system
is represented as a two-level system representing the electronic ground and excited state. By in-
voking the Born-Oppenheimer (adiabatic) approximation, the vibrational levels are factored out
of the electronic wavefunctions and are modeled as sets of harmonic oscillators. hese sets are
sometimes referred to as primary oscillators. he bath is of the same harmonic oscillator form as
described above, but it now couples to the vibrational levels in both the ground and excited state.
he Franck-Condon approximation is also used to assume that the dipole operator by which the
optical ield couples to the system is independent of vibrational degrees of freedom. his model
has a convenient generalized form for multiple sites with independent bath-coupling that is used
to perform the simulations in the following chapter of this thesis.
Some comments about this model are in order. his model relies on the termination of the
cumulant expansion which restricts the use of this model to linear coupling in the bath degrees of
freedom. As pointed out in[8], this does not necessarily imply that the bath of harmonic oscillators
represent any speciic harmonic degrees of freedom, but rather that to irst order in coupling one
cannot tell the diference. Several workers have pointed out that this approximation may not be
valid for many experimentally interesting systems. It is an exciting ield of research to obtain an
accurate and computationally eicient method for modeling realistic systems that is not limited
∗hiscanbe seenby substituting thedeinitionof�(�) into the correlation functionand looking at the imaginary
part. A delta function at frequency�ቒ will produce a resonance in the lineshape.
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in this way.
Phase-matched Signals and the Rotating Wave Approximation
Having obtained a reasonable model for the quantum system, we are now in a position to de-
termine the form of the third-order polarization ഭ(). To do this, let us assume that the elec-
tric ield that induces this nonlinear polarization is the sum of three driving ields of the quasi-
monochromatic plane-wave formwhich are all approximately resonant with the electronic transi-
tion frequency࿇� ≈ ࿇ᅉᅋ and are diferentiated by their polarization and wavevector.
Each ield can be represented in the form
ഢ�(�, �) = ��೤�(� − �� ⋅ �/࿇� − ���) ăxď(��� ⋅ �� − �࿇��) + c.c.= ��೤̃�(�, �) ăxď(−�࿇��) ăxď(−���) + c.c. (2.76)
where for the �-th pulse,೤ is a real pulse envelope centered at � = ѱ and � is the polarization vec-
tor of the ield. We also allow the ield to have an arbitrary phase-shit�. Experimentally, it is con-
venient to deine all pulse envelopes with respect to a common time-origin, such that each pulse
has a ixed time-delay �′, being careful to track the additional carrier phase-shit of ăxď(�࿇��′)
caused by the translation of the envelope when we do this[9]. For a third-order experiment, we
have three unique time-delays (�ᅅ = � + ೷ + �′, �ᅆ = ೷ + �′, �ᅇ = �′) expressed in terms of the
delay between the centers of each pair of envelopes (�, ೷, and �′). Because each pulse has a inite
bandwidth, the convolution of (2.9) will result in signals that come from regions of pulse overlap
for which the order of interaction is not the same as that given by the delays. his phenomenon is
referred to as pulse-overlap efects.
Upon substitution of the total ieldഢ(�) = ∑� ��(�) into (2.59)[10], we ind that the result-
ing polarization integral contains terms with phase-factors oscillating at ࿇� = ±࿇� ± ࿇� ± ࿇�
that come from the interference of the three driving ields multiplied by the propagation factors
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ăxď(−�࿇ᅉᅋ(�� ± �)). Many terms will interfere constructively to generate highly-oscillating in-
tegrands that have a much smaller contribution to the integral than slowly-varying terms and can
be neglected. Using this fact we can drop all terms with phase-factors diferent from ăxď(±�࿇��).
his is called the rotating-wave approximation (RWA) and it considerably reduces the number of
signals that wemust consider. Also note that the inal time-delay �′ is a free parameter, and we can
set it to zero.
he third-order polarization can then be writen in the form[11]
ഭ()(�, ೷, �) = ăxď(−�࿇�(� − �))∫∞−∞ Ă�∫∞−∞ Ă�∫∞−∞ Ă��೶��(��, �, �) × [�⋆(�ሾ)� �(�ሿ) �(�ቀ) + �⋆(�ሾ)� �(�ሿ) �(�ቀ) ] ăxď(�࿇�(� − ��))+೶���(��, �, �) × [�(�ሾ) �⋆(�ሿ)� �(�ቀ) + �(�ሾ) �⋆(�ሿ)� �(�ቀ) ] ăxď(�࿇�(� + ��))+೶����(��, �, �) × [�(�ሾ) �(�ሿ) �⋆(�ቀ)� + �(�ሾ) �(�ሿ) �⋆(�ቀ)� ] ăxď(�࿇�(� + ѳ� + ��)) (2.77)
where ೶()�� ≡ −യ⋆� + യ + യ, ೶()��� ≡ −യ⋆ + യ� + യ, ೶()���� ≡ −യ⋆ + യ are the called
the system response functions for the rephasing (��), non-rephasing (���), and double-quantum
(����) pathways, and the superscript with a time-delay represents the time-ordering of each pulse
interaction∗. he full expressions for these response functions can be found elsewhere[11].
As before we can express the interaction sequences graphically using double-sided Feynman
diagrams (seeFigure 2.3). However, noweach groupof response function takes on a speciic phys-
ical meaning: excited state absorption (ESA, diagrams corresponding to −യ⋆� and −യ⋆ ), stim-
ulated emission (SE, diagrams യ� and യ), ground state bleach (GB, diagrams യ and യ), and
double-quantum coherence (DQC, diagrams യ⋆ and യ). hough not discussed in this thesis,
we may also represent incoherent population transfer between excited states during the popula-
tion time೷ as Feynman diagrams[12]. he double-quantumpathways are not probed in this work,
and we will ignore them for the rest of the thesis.
∗To simplify the expressionwe have dropped the tensorial nature of these interactions, but it can easily be recon-
structed by selecting the appropriate tensor elements of each �(ᆭ) and inserting e for each ield.
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Figure 2.3 Double-sided Feynman diagrams ater the rotating wave approximation.
Contributions to the (a) rephasing�� , (b) nonrephasing��� , and (c) double-quantum����
phase-matched direction is shown. Population transfer diagrams are indicated with a quote. he
Greek indices are used to label the ield polarizations.
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Rotational Averaging
In this chapter we have emphasized the vectorial nature of the response function by including the
Greek indexes representing the components of the dipole operator in the molecular frame. Un-
less the sample is macroscopically oriented such as in a crystal, each subpopulation of molecules
can be arbitrarily oriented with respect to the laboratory frame. On the other hand, it is far more
convenient to deine the optical ield properties (the propagation vector �� and the polarization
vector �) in the laboratory frame. herefore, in order to properly calculate the generated polariza-
tion, wemust rotate each subpopulation to the laboratory frame and then calculate the interaction
Hamiltonian term. hemacroscopic polarization is then theorientational average givenby (2.35).
For an arbitrary distribution of orientations, this average must be performed numerically and is
computationally expensive. However, in the isotropically oriented case that we have been consid-
ering, the use of the Brownian oscillator model and the resulting correlation functions allow for a
convenient simpliication.
As can be seen from the form of the response function above, using the lineshape functions
allowed us to pull the dependence on the dipole operator out of the trace expressions in (2.60).
Each response function has a factor of the form
೴ˆ�೴ˆᆀ೴ˆᆁ೴ˆᆂ ≡ ⟨(മˆ ⋅ �⋆ )(മˆ� ⋅ ��)(മˆ ⋅ �)(മˆ ⋅ �)⟩
where the angular brackets represent an average over the distribution of molecular orientations.
To perform the rotational average wemust apply a matrix transformation to align the eachmolec-
ular coordinate frame to the lab frame, and integrate over Ѵ Euler angles. he resulting value acts
as a scaling factor for each set of dipole operators, which are then summed to obtain the total re-
sponse function. hese integrals turn out to possess a fair bit of symmetry, so that for a given
set of polarization vectors the high-order integration reduces to a few dot-products[13]. For ex-
ample, for the common case that all of the polarization vectors are linearly polarized and equal
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(�� = � = � = �), the rotationally averaged factor reduces to
⟨(മˆ ⋅ �⋆ )(മˆ� ⋅ ��)(മˆ ⋅ �)(മˆ ⋅ �)⟩ =ѲѲѶ[(മˆ� ⋅ മˆ)(മˆ ⋅ മˆ) + (മˆ� ⋅ മˆ)(മˆ ⋅ മˆ) + (മˆ� ⋅ മˆ)(മˆ ⋅ മˆ)]
while for the other common case where the pump pulses and probe pulses are perpendicular the
scaling factor is instead
(മˆ ⋅ �⋆ )(മˆ� ⋅ ��)(മˆ ⋅ �)(മˆ ⋅ �)⟩ =ѲѴѱ[ѵ(മˆ� ⋅ മˆ)(മˆ ⋅ മˆ) − (മˆ� ⋅ മˆ)(മˆ ⋅ മˆ) − (മˆ� ⋅ മˆ)(മˆ ⋅ മˆ)]
Note that the irst term in both expressions appears with a positive sign, while the remaining terms
have opposite signs. By performing both measurements and combining the results one can select
the term in which the irst two and last two interactions occur with pairwise aligned dipoles[14].
his is the basis of polarization selection for 2DES spectroscopy, which has been used to enhance
weak features in 2D spectra[3,15].
One caveat to this approach is that this analytic rotational averaging approach requires that all
of the orientation-dependence can be lumped into a limited number of dipole-dipole terms in the
interactionHamiltonian. his is not an issue for typical 2D experiments, however this assumption
breaks down for cases in which the ield-mater interaction cannot be treated perturbatively. As
will be described in the following section on 2D electronic Stark spectroscopy, the system eigen-
states are shited by a large static electric ield called the Stark ield. he magnitude of this shit is
dependent on the molecular orientation which causes diferent dephasing and relaxation rates in
subpopulations. herefore a more complicated orientational average integral must be calculated
and must be calculated numerically in general.
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2.10 2DES and Associated Spectroscopies
As discussed in the introduction, 2D electronic spectroscopy is an efective technique for recon-
structing the molecular environment and correlations within a sample. In this third-order exper-
iment, a three pulses of ixed time delays interact sequentially with the sample, moving it irst
through a coherence (during interval �), then a population (೷), and inally another coherence
(�), generating a time-dependent third-order polarization. For this reason, the time-delays are
conventionally referred to as the coherence time �, the population time೷, and the detection time�. his process generates the rephasing, non-rephasing, and double-quantum signals in unique
directions given by phase-matching. he resulting signal is Fourier-transformed along � ↦ ࿇�
and � ↦ ࿇� and is presented as a two-dimensional correlation map as a function of population
time ೷. he details of the experimental aspects of this procedure is discussed in Chapter 4. Here
I will discuss the graphical interpretation of the generated rephasing and non-rephasing signals
denoted ೶()RE (−࿇�, ೷, ࿇�) and ೶()NR(࿇�, ೷, ࿇�) for the case of a few simple systems and probed
with delta-function pulses.
As can be seen from the Feynman diagrams in Figure 2.3, the rephasing and non-rephasing
signals difer in the order of the irst two interactions. In the impulsive limit, the rephasing signal
is proportional to (� > ѱ)
೶()RE (࿇�, ೷, ࿇�) ∝ ∫∞� Ă� ăxď(�࿇��)∫∞−∞ Ă� ăxď(�࿇��)೶��(�, ೷, �) (2.78)
while the nonrephasing signal is given by (� < ѱ)
೶()NR(࿇�, ೷, ࿇�) ∝ ∫∞� Ă� ăxď(�࿇��)∫∞−∞ Ă� ăxď(�࿇��)೶���(�, ೷, �) (2.79)
Note that in both cases, the detected signal is phase-matched in the rephasing direction �� . his
is used in experiment to spatially select the rephasing signal. Simply scanning over negative �
yields the non-rephasing signal as well. Using this information and the Feynmann diagrams we
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can predict the location of peaks in the rephasing and non-rephasing spectra by simply looking at
the irst and last coherences in a diagram. his technique is called diagramatic perturbation theory.
For a two-level system, the only terms that survive in both the rephasing and nonrephasing
spectra are the SE and GSB terms, relecting the dynamics on the excited state and the ground-
state, respectively. For the rephasing signals with no population relaxation, the ground-state and
excited state signals are identical and show up at −࿇� = ࿇� . he nonrephasing signals will be
identical, but mirrored over the࿇� axis.
In addition to identifying the location of a peak, two-dimensional spectra contain rich infor-
mation about the local environment. At short population times, the diagonal width corresponds
to inhomogeneous broadening, relecting the distribution of local environments causing shits in
the energy gap. he anti-diagonal width at early times contains information about the homo-
geneous linewidth, the dephasing rate of the excited state[2,3]. At long waiting times, the peaks
broaden and become symmetrical, indicating a loss of correlation.
2.11 2DESSheory
We have described the origin of irst- and third-order signals observed in optical spectroscopy, as
well as sketched out an approach typically used to model these signals theoretically. To describe
2DESS it is necessary for us to understand the efect of a large static DC ield on these signals
encoded as the ೫ˆDC term in the material Hamiltonian. For this work, we assume that the sample
is a set of neutral, polarizablemolecules that are ixed in a passivematrix. his is a good assumption
for the experiments of the following chapters in which neutral systems of interest are immobilized
in a glassymatrix in liquid nitrogen. he efect of the Stark perturbation term on a singlemolecule
can be modeled to second-order in the ield as
೫ˆDC(ഢDC) = −�ˆ ⋅ ഢDC − ѲѳഢDC ⋅ �ˆ ⋅ ഢDC (2.80)
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where �ˆ is the static dipole operator and �ˆ is the second-rank tensor polarizability operator. For
convenience, we assume that in the energy basis the operators are diagonal and simply result in
an orientation-dependent energy shit of the ield-free eigenstates. he spectroscopically relevant
quantity is thediference inpermanentdipolemoment andpolarizability between the excited state
and the ground state, which results in an orientation-dependent shit of the absorption peak of the
form ⟨�ℏ࿇ᅉᅋ⟩ = ⟨−(�ˆᅉᅉ − �ˆᅋᅋ) ⋅ ഢDC − Ѳѳ(�ˆᅉᅉ − �ˆᅋᅋ) ⋮ ഢDCഢDC⟩ (2.81)
where the ⟨⟩ brackets indicate that a rotational average must be performed. In an isotropic im-
mobalized sample this rotational average causes a mixing of the �ˆ and �ˆ terms such that the total
ield dependence is quadratic[16].
In the case of linear absorption, it was irst shown by Liptay[17] that the resulting diferen-
tial ield-on/ield-of (Stark) absorption spectrum can be expressed in terms of derivatives of the
ield-of absorption spectrum scaled by factors of �ˆ and �ˆ (see[16] for explicit expressions for the
lineshapes). In particular, irst-derivative lineshapes are associated with changes in polarizabil-
ity ��ˆ, while second-derivatives correspond to diferences in the dipole moment ��ˆ. Further,
the signal amplitude depends on the dot-product of the polarization of the optical ield and the
Stark ield. his allows one to determine the relative orientation between transition and dipole
moments.
Liptay used this approach to investigate the efects of solvationon absorption spectra in small
molecules. Since then, this approach has been successfully applied to study charge-transfer pro-
cesses in organic and photovoltaic systems. Much of the recent work in this area has been carried
out by Boxer and coworkers[18].
he success of the lineshape approach relies on the clean separation of absorption bands,
which facilitates iting the Stark spectrum to derivatives of those bands. In the case of closely-
spaced levels such as in photosynthetic antennae complexes[19] or reaction centers[20], it is no
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longer possible to unambiguously separate the contributions from ��ˆ and ��ˆ terms because
cross-terms show up that continuously interpolate between these two regimes. his was demon-
strated by Somsen and coworkers[19], who treated the Stark perturbation in the sameway as an op-
tical ield interaction in a third-orderprocesswith twoDCield-mater interactions,�()(−࿇�; ࿇, ѱ, ѱ).
Later, Novoderezhkin et al used the same general framework with an explicit treatment of the
charge-transfer states[20] to model the Stark spectrum of photosystem II reaction center.
One major limitation of the approaches discussed so far is that none scale to time-resolved
third-order spectroscopies. he perturbed eigenstate approach of Liptay cannot properly account
for coupling between states that changes strength as a function of orientation, while the perturba-
tive expansions treating theield in the interaction termwould require an equivalent of a �() simu-
lation that would yield very complicated analytic expressions andwould be expensive to compute,
especially in the case of multiple chromophores. It is also not obvious that truncating the static
ield perturbation is appropriate at second order when the efective ield amplitude that is exper-
imentally achievable is the same order of magnitude as the optical ields, but applied throughout
the experiment as opposed to a short impulse.
For the 2DESS simulations performed in this thesis, a more direct approach in the spirit of
Liptay is taken. he simulations performed on the basis of this approach constitutes the major
contribution of this thesis. We assume that the DC ield interaction acts to shit the eigenstates of
the system, leading to the response functions having the form೵ = ೴ˆᆀ೴ˆᆁ೴ˆᆂ೴ˆ� ăxď(−�࿇′ᅉᅋ�� − �࿇′ᅉᅋ�) ăxď(⋯) (2.82)
where ࿇′ᅉᅋ = ࿇ᅉᅋ − �࿇ᅉᅋ is the orientation-dependent shited eigenstate frequency given by
2.81. he orientational average is then evaluated explicitly using a spherical mesh of appropriate
order∗[21]. and the resulting third-order signals are interpreted as diference spectra೶()(࿇�, ೷, ࿇)2DESS = ೶()(࿇�, ೷, ࿇, ഢDC) − ೶()(࿇�, ೷, ࿇) (2.83)
∗he details of the computational method are discussed in the following chapter
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his approach has the beneit of being conceptually identical to theway experimental signals
are obtained and allows us to observe the efects of a large static ield interacting with the difer-
ence permanent dipole and polarizability without treating it perturbatively. Efectively, the site
energies of ield-dependent terms are shited as a function of orientation. In the case of indepen-
dent chromophores, the approach reduces to the full Liptay theory to produce irst- and second-
derivative lineshapes. For strongly-coupled excitonic systems, the ield instead acts to change the
composition of the excitons, yieldingmore complicated spectra that cannot be simply interpreted.
hese efects are discussed in the following chapter, in which this novel approach is used to sim-
ulate 2D electronic Stark spectra of excitonically-coupled dimer system relevant for the study of
charge-separation in photosynthetic systems.
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CHAPTER 3
Modeling of 2DESS Spectra
In this chapter, I calculate the spectral signatures of energy and charge-transfer in several model
systems as they would show up in a 2DESS experiment using realistic parameters. By contrast-
ing the calculated signatures, I discuss strategies for diferentiating energy transfer from charge-
transfer and compare the utility of the 2DESS experiment to the 2DES and Stark spectroscopy
experiment. he chapter culminates in a discussion of a charge-transfer-active dimer systemmod-
eled ater the “special-pair” of photosystem II rection center.
3.1 heory
System Hamiltonian
As the model system we take a set of ೱ excitonically-coupled two-level systems of the Frenkel
exciton form[1,2]
೫ˆ� = ∑� ℰ�೥ˆ†� ೥ˆ� +∑�≠� ���೥ˆ†� ೥ˆ� +∑�≠� ���ѳ ೥ˆ†� ೥ˆ†�೥ˆ�೥ˆ� + ೫ˆbath + ೫ˆSB + ೫ˆDC (3.1)
where ೥ˆ� (೥ˆ†� ) destroy (create) an excitation on the �-thmolecule∗. Here, the irst term represents
the site energy and ��� is the coupling between excitations on the �-th and �-th site. he matrix��� represents the anharmonicity of the doubly-excited state consisting of an excitation residing
∗hisnotation is called second-quantization formand is discussed in detail in literature onmolecular crystals[3,4].
More information in the context of 2D spectroscopy may be found inMukamel[2]
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on � and �. he bath terms ೫ˆbath and ೫ˆSB represent the harmonic oscillator bath discussed in
Chapter 2[1,2].
he Stark Hamiltonian in this notation induces a shit in the site energy ℰ parameterized by
the orientation of the two-level system and the magnitude of the DC ieldഢDC,
೫ˆDC = ∑� [−��ˆ ⋅ ഢDC − ѲѳഢDC ⋅ ��ˆ ⋅ ഢDC]೥ˆ†� ೥ˆ� (3.2)
he distinction between the local ield and the externally-applied ield has been dropped for the
purposes of this modeling.
In the interaction Hamiltonian, the contribution of the nuclear charge was ignored and the
dipole approximation was used. hen the ield-mater coupling takes the form
೫ˆI(�) = ∑� [�ˆ�೥ˆ†� + �ˆ†� ೥ˆ�] ⋅ ഢ(�) (3.3)
where �ˆ� is the transition moment dipole for the �-th excitation.
Rotational and Disorder Averaging
To obtain linear and 2D spectra for an isotropically oriented sample, a rotational average was per-
formed over the orientation of the lab as observed by the molecule. To generate a set of rotation
matrices uniformally-distributedover the three-dimensional surface೶, the following strategywas
taken. First, a set of uniformally-distrubuted points on the surface of a sphere was obtained from
a spherical-design mesh[5] of order�. he rotation of the laboratory frame ̂ജ ↦ ̂ജ′ axis to each
point on the mesh was encoded as a quaternion[6]. A set of � rotations about ̂ജ′ was then gener-
ated over the range [ѱ, ѳ�) to rotationally average over the orientation of the ̂ച′ and ̂ഛ′ axes. his
parameterization is particularly easy in the quaternion formalism[6]. he resulting quaternion en-
coding the coordinate transformation was then converted to a rotation matrix that was applied
to the polarization vector of the optical ields � and the orientation of the Stark ield ഢDC. Ap-
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proaches for generating a random uniform rotationmatrix were also tried[7], but it was found that
the convergence of the two-dimensional spectra in this case was extremely slow.
Optionally, static disorder was added to the simulation by sampling the set of site energiesℰ� from a joint-Gaussian distribution parameterized bymean transition energiesℰ�,� andFWHM
variances �� . he covariance was set to zero. For each sample of energies, a rotational average was
performed as above. he resulting spectra were averaged together to obtain the inal spectrum.
he Stark and 2DESS spectra were generated by repeating the procedure with the static ield
perturbation on and of and taking the diference.
Model Parameters
he parameters for the modeling were chosen to approximate the Qy bands of the PD1 and PD2
chlorophylls (Chls) of the photosystem II reaction center and a charge-transfer (CT) state be-
tween them. he relative orientations of the transition dipole moments of the two Chls were ex-
tracted from a recent high-resolution crystal structure of PSII ([8], PDB: 3WU2) by calculating
the normalized vector connecting the NB andND nitrogens in the Chl porphyrin ring[9] (see Fig-
ure 3.1). hemagnitude of the transitionmoments ‖�ˆ�‖was assumed to be 4.0Debye[10]∗. It was
further assumed that the permanent dipole moment diference vector ��ˆ of Chl lies in the same
direction as the transition moment[11] and has magnitude 1.41D[12]. he CT state was modeled
as a two-level system with no transition dipole moment and a large ‖��ˆ‖ = 38D. he relative
orientation was chosen as the vector connecting the Mg atoms of the Chls, with the magnitude
estimated byCoulombic interaction[12]. hiswas done tomodel the P−��O+�CTstate that is pro-
posed to lie there. When included, the change in polarizability ��ˆ was ixed at a large value such
that the Stark shit is the same order of magnitude as the permanent dipole moment contribution
and to be isotropic, Tđ[��ˆ]/Ѵ = 100 Å3. his was done to more easily compare the efects of��ˆ
∗1Debye ≈ 3.34 × 10−30 Cm; 1 Å3 ≈ 1.113 × 10−40 Cm2 V−1
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Figure 3.1 Relative orientation of transition and permanent dipole moments. PD1 and PD2 were
extracted from crystal structure (PDB: 3WU2), with diference transition and permanent dipole
moments of the Qy transition represented as arrows. he Chl transition dipole moments are
shown in red, the CT state permanent dipole moment is shown in blue.
and��ˆ.
Couplingbetween theChls andCTstate and the site-energieswereobtained frompreviously
publishedmodels[10–12]. In particular, theChl-Chl couplingwas assumed to be 150 cm−1, and the
Chl-CT couplingwas 45 cm−1. he site energies were 15,260 cm−1, 15,190 cm−1 and 15,180 cm−1
for PD1, PD2, and the CT state, respectively.
he system bath spectral density was simulated in two ways. he irst model ೭�(࿇) included
an overdamped Brownian oscillator of the form
೭�(࿇) = ѳྐྵ� ࿇ �ྱ࿇ + ྱ� (3.4)
with the parameters ྐྵ� = 35 cm−1 and �ྱ = 40 cm−1[12]. he second model additionally in-
cludedhigh-frequency underdampedmodes representing vibrational structure of the excited state
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extracted from luorescence-line-narrowing experiments[13]
೭��(࿇) = ೭�(࿇) +∑� ѳ �ྐྵ࿇� ࿇ �ྱ(࿇� − ࿇) + ࿇ྱ� (3.5)
For each mode �ྱ = 3 cm−1. he modes with frequency above 1,000 cm−1 were not included
to prevent aliasing efects upon 2DESS calculation. In both cases, the bath temperature was set
to 77 K, corresponding to an inverse temperature of ≈53.5 cm−1. he coupling to the spectral
density for each Chl was set to Ѳ.ѱ, while the CT state coupling was Ѳ.Ѷ[13]. his represents the
larger relaxation rate of the CT state as compared to the sites. When using the simpliied spectral
density ೭� and ೭�� , the site-energies were shited by−ྐྵ� = 505.3 cm−1 and 278.2 cm−1 to keep the
simulation window similar to that in simulations of Novoderezhkin et al.he spectral densities ೭� ,೭�� , and the original spectral density of[12] (labeled ೭���) are shown in Figure 3.2.
he optical electric ields were assumed to be identically polarized along ̂ച and to have a
ield strength of ‖‖ഢoptical‖‖ = 1.1MV/cm. he Stark ield was oriented along ̂ഛ with magnitude‖ഢDC‖ = 1MV/cm, corresponding to a shit of 16.8 cm−1/D and 0.056 cm−1/Å3. hese values
were chosen based on typical experimental values used in our experiments described inChapter 6.
3.2 Results
he efect of the Stark ield on two-dimensional electronic spectra was simulated by modeling
progressively larger systems with the site parameters as described in the previous section.
For convenience, the plot format is the same for all cases. he let side consists of the calcu-
lated 2D spectrum at population time೷ = ѱ on the lower let and the calculated linear absorption
spectrum on the upper let. A projection of the 2D onto the ࿇� axis is also ploted in the upper
let, showing a very close match to the linear absorption spectrum. he 2D spectrum amplitude
is normalized to±Ѳ and ploted with line contours increasing exponentially by a factor of ѳ. he
right side is the calculated 2DESS and Stark spectra ploted in the same format, with the projec-
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Figure 3.2 Spectral densities used for 2DESS modeling. he low-frequency modes are
represented by an overdamped Brownian oscillator ೭� . High-frequency modes were modeled as
underdamped modes with ྱ = 3 cm−1 and other parameters obtained from[12] (೭���). For
numerical convenience, the modes with central frequency above 1,000 cm−1 were removed (೭��).
tion on ࿇� ploted over the Stark spectrum. he number in the upper-right of the 2DESS is the
relative scaling factor between 2D and 2DESS spectra. Bars are included in the linear absorption
and Stark spectra to indicate the positions of electronic eigenstates, color-coded by their eigen-
values from lowest to highest as blue, red, and green. he dashed bars represent initial positions
before bath reorganization and imaginary dephasing is applied.
Projection of 2D onto the Excitation Axis
In the simulations of this model system, it was found that the normalized projection of the 2D
spectrum at ೷ = ѱ onto the excitation axis accurately tracks the linear absorption spectrum (see
Figure 3.3). his approach reproduces the correct linewidthmuchbeter than the commonly used
approach of taking the square-root of the diagonal slice and is useful even in the 2DESS and Stark
spectra comparison. Although 2D and linear absorption are intrinsically diferent experiments,
theprojection is a usefulway tounderstand the additional information that the 2DESSexperiment
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is able to resolve as compared to the Stark experiment. In particular, it suggests the reasons that
the Liptay formalism breaks down in the case of strong couplings and the presence of CT states.
he justiication for the 2D absorptive spectrumprojection onto࿇� resulting in a scaled ver-
sion of the linear absorption spectrum can be explained pictorially via Figure 3.4. In the coupled-
dimermodel, the dipolemoments for the ground-state to excited-state transitions and the excited-
state to doubly-excited state transitions are identical. Upon integration along the detection axis,
the ESA and GSB signals cancel such that the signal that remains is the SE signal. For the special
case of all-parallel 2D and identical dipoles, this can be writen as the linear absorptionmultiplied
by a prefactor that is canceled upon normalization of both the projected 2D and the linear ab-
sorption. his is equivalent to stating that all information about the dynamics is “traced out” by
the summation along࿇� and we retain only the initial absorption of the pump along࿇� . his ap-
proach generalizes to non-parallel orientations aswell, provided the experiment is performedwith
optical polarizations at a generalized “magic-angle,” such that the anisotropy of the 2D spectrum
is removed and the cancellation between ESA andGSB ismaintained[14]. Moremathematical de-
tails on this procedure for the purpose of iting the kinetics of 2D spectra is discussed by Dostál
et al.[14].
೭� Spectral Density
hesimplest case investigatedwas the efectof the static ieldon the spectrumof thePD1monomer.
As can be seen from Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6, the lineshapes of the Stark and 2DESS spectra fol-
low the Liptaymodel[15]. he Stark and 2DESS spectrum appears with a irst-derivative lineshape
whenonly the��ˆ contribution∗ ismodeled (Figure3.5), anda second-derivative shapewhenonly
the��ˆ is taken into account (Figure 3.6). Note that because of peak asymmetry in the absorption
and 2D spectrum, the second derivative shape exhibits a similar peak asymmetry. In practice, it-
∗this contribution is second-order in the applied ieldഢDC
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Figure 3.3 Comparison of diferent projections of the 2D real-absorptive spectrum of the
PD1PD2 dimer and the calculated linear absorption. he projection onto the excitation axis࿇�
matches the linear absorption spectrum ೶(�) nearly perfectly. he diagonal slice shown in orange
tends to broaden the linewidth and has discontinuities due to negative ESA features that appear
on the diagonal.
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Figure 3.4 Illustration of the 2D real-absorptive spectrum of a J-type dimer, showing the
positions of ESA, SE, and GSB signals.
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ting of linear absorption spectra andStark spectra is performedwith a sum-of-Gaussiansmodel for
which this peak asymmetrymay lead to an incorrect conclusion that a signiicant polarizability dif-
ference ��ˆ is present. Fiting the measured absorption spectrum is “safer” in this regard, though
it forces the parameters of the iting to be identical over the measured absorption bandwidth. A
partial solution is to it the absorption spectrum to a small number of asymmetric lineshapes, for
example as discussed in[16].
In the simulations, a very large value of diference polarizability ��ˆ = 100 Å3 was used to
make the efect of this term in the spectrum approximately the same amplitude as that from the
permanent dipole moment change ��ˆ. It is important to point out that the estimated ��ˆ values
for Chl in ethanol are estimated to be smaller by over an order of magnitude[17]. his value was
chosen to demonstrate that the value of the polarizability would need to be unphysically large to
get a similar magnitude of Stark signal.
In simulationsof thedimerPD1PD2, the spectra of the��ˆ case followa similar behavior as the
monomer with regards to the lineshape (see Figure 3.7). However, now we observe that the am-
plitude of the second-derivative contribution of the upper exciton at 14,800 cm−1 is enhanced as
compared to themonomer case in the 2DESS spectrum. his is a consequence of two facts. First,
the cross-peaks in 2D spectra are proportional toྺ�ྺ while diagonal peaks have the same dipole
moment ྺྺ . When the dipole magnitude of the lower exciton is much larger than that of the
upper exciton, the cross-peak amplitude is larger than the diagonal peak. Second, the Stark spec-
trum is a projection of the೷ = ѱ signal of 2DESSprojected onto the࿇� axis. his enhancement is
canceled somewhat, due to the opposite sign of ESA at 14,800 cm−1 and SE+GSB at 14,550 cm−1,
resulting in some cancellation of the Stark signal there. he 2DESS signal is about twice as large
relative to the 2D signal as for the monomer case.
Upon addition of aCT state (Figure 3.8), the lineshape of the Stark spectrum changes signif-
icantly. In the ��ˆ case, the upper- and lower-excitons take irst-derivative lineshapes, and a large
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Figure 3.5 2D and 2DESS spectra of PD1 calculated with ೭� spectral density and��ˆ
contribution only. he dashed blue bars show the initial position of PD1 before bath
reorganization is applied (14,755 cm−1). he inal position is shown as a solid line
(14,738 cm−1).
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Figure 3.6 2D and 2DESS spectra of PD1 calculated with ೭� spectral density and��ˆ
contribution only. Prior to bath reorganization, PD1 is located at 14,755 cm−1 (dashed blue),
inally shiting to 14,738 cm−1 (solid blue). 64
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Figure 3.7 2D and 2DESS spectra of PD1 PD2 dimer calculated with ೭� spectral density and��ˆ
contribution only. Initial positions of eigenstates are shown in dashed lines. he lower exciton
corresponds to 61:39% PD2:PD1, shiting from 14,566 cm−1(dashed) to 14,548 cm−1. he upper
exciton (red) shows the opposite ratio and shits from 14,874 cm−1 to 14,868 cm−1.
amplitude cross-peak appears between them. his cross-peak is responsible for themajority of the
2DESS signal amplitude. Interestingly, the Stark spectrum has the largest amplitude at the posi-
tion near the upper-exciton. It is apparent from the 2DESS spectrum that the CT state is localized
near the lower-exciton. Upon projection onto the excitation axis, most of the signal is canceled
out, which leads to a misleading Stark spectrum. he 2DESS spectrum does not have this defect.
Note also that that the signal amplitude is increased by a factor of four from the dimer case and
the irst-derivative shapes along the diagonal are mirrored in opposite directions.
To explain the diference between the Stark and 2DESS signal amplitude, it is convenient
to look at the delocalization of the CT state as a function of orientation. By squaring the unitary
transformation matrix from the site-basis to the eigen-energy basis, one can obtain the fractional
delocalization of the CT basis onto the eigenstates. his can be represented as a polar plot show-
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Figure 3.8 2D and 2DESS spectra of PD1 PD2 dimer and CT state calculated with ೭� spectral
density and��ˆ contribution only. he lower exciton (blue) consists of primarily PD2 and PD1 in
the proportion 62:37:0.5% of PD2:PD1:CT, shiting from 14,565 cm−1 to 14,546 cm−1. he upper
exciton (green) consists of 36:56:8% PD2:PD1:CT.he imaginary dephasing and bath
reorganization nearly cancel, barely shiting the state from 14,892 cm−1 to 14,891 cm−1. he CT
state is primarily localized on the second eigenstate (red), 7:1.3:91% in the same order. his is
relected in the comparably large shit of this eigenstate from 14,659 cm−1 to 14,620 cm−1.
ing percentage of CT character in each eigenstate, with the energy of the eigenstate in cm−1 along
the radius. he plot for the dimer+CT ��ˆ case is shown in Figure 3.9. he irst, second, and
third eigenstates are represented as blue, orange and green circles, respectively. he CT state has
no transition dipole moment and thus does not contribute signiicantly to the Stark spectrum
when it is localized. herefore, there should not be a signiicant Stark signal in the regions near
14,500 cm−1, 14,700 cm−1 and 15,000 cm−1. he largest signal is obtained when the CT state is
close to 50% delocalized which occurs at 14,550 cm−1, 14,850 cm−1 and 14,900 cm−1. his is re-
lected in the Stark spectrum, which shows large amplitude at those positions. Because of the
cancellation of the cross-peak at 14,550 cm−1, the Stark signal amplitude does not relect the large
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Figure 3.9 Localization of the CT state on three eigenstates for the PD1PD2+CT system using
the ೭� spectral density. hree eigenstates are shown in shown in blue, orange, and green, as a
function of orientation. he energy of the eigenstates is shown on the radial axis in cm−1. he
percentage of CT state character is on the perimeter.
changes in cross-peak amplitude observed in the 2DESS spectrum, relecting a change in the cou-
pling between the lower- and upper-excitons as a function of orientation. his interpretation sug-
gests that the Stark spectrum does not contain enough information to localize the position of CT
states in strongly-coupled systems, but that the cross-peaks in the 2DESS spectrum may show a
clearer picture.
he igures for the��ˆ case for all subsequent simulations may be found in Appendix D.he
diference polarizability contribution in the isotropic limit simply results in a shit of the energy of
the eigenstates, resulting in a irst-derivative lineshape in Stark spectra. For the case that ��ˆ has
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the same sign for all states, the peak asymmetry will be oriented in the same way, generally with
the positive feature on the low-energy side relecting that upon applied DC ield, the molecule is
more readily polarized in the same direction. he polarizability is expected to be quite smaller for
realistic systems, on the order of 10 Å3[18].
೭�� Spectral Density
To obtain a more realistic simulation of the PD1PD2 dimer, the ೭�� spectral density was used for
Stark simulation. In addition to providing a model for the vibrational structure of the pigments
in the reaction center, this spectral density causes a signiicant broadening of the lineshapes cor-
responding to stronger system-bath coupling. his is relected in the modeling, in which the line-
shapes are signiicantly broader than for the ೭� spectral density. For this density, the reorganization
energy shit is 261.8 cm−1. All site energies were shited by 278.2 cm−1 to match the modeling of
Novoderezhkin et al.
he monomer PD1 spectra (Figure 3.10, Figure D.2) have the same behavior as observed in
the previous section. As before, the ��ˆ 2DESS spectrum exhibits a second-derivative lineshape
that is asymmetric and larger on the red side. Because of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation,
the vibrational structure is simply overlaid on top of the electronic structure, shiting in the same
way as the electronic transition. his is relected in the positions of the most-negative features in
the vibronic progression of Figure 3.10. Compared to the ೭� calculations, ESA features appear on
the diagonal, relecting transitions from the � → � vibrational transitions where � ≠ �. hese fea-
tures do not agree with monomer 2DES data obtained in Chl–a[19,20], calling into question the
appropriateness of using the ೭�� and ೭��� spectral densities in simulations[21]. he relative ampli-
tude of the 2DESS signal is slightly larger than before.
he dimer PD1PD2 spectra exhibit a more complicated structure due to the spectral density.
Because of larger system-bath coupling, the ESA feature is shited by an additional 261.8 cm−1 cor-
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Figure 3.10 2D and 2DESS spectra of PD1 calculated with ೭�� spectral density and��ˆ
contribution only. he PD1 (blue) shits from 14,982 cm−1 to 14,727 cm−1, relecting the much
larger bath-reorganization energy. he spectral density generates ESA signatures near the
diagonal that are not observed in experiment.
responding to the interaction of the bathwith the doubly-excited states. he features fromeach ex-
citon shit diagonally in the 2DESS spectrum, while the cross-coupling features (of-diagonal ESA
and GSB+SE) shit vertically. he strongest features of the 2D spectrum correspond to opposite-
signed features on the 2DESS spectrum, allowing one to diferentiate electronic cross-peaks from
vibrational overtones of diagonal peaks. Because of larger dephasing of the upper-exciton and
the lack of an ESA feature, it dominates the Stark spectrum. Notably, the lineshapes of the Stark
spectrum resemble those of the irst-derivative of the 2D spectrum.
With the addition of a CT state, the 2DESS spectrum changes signiicantly. In the reference
2D, the CT state is located on the red side of the lower-exciton, near 14,555 cm−1 and is strongly
localized. Because of this, there is no signiicant feature in the spectrum that canbe associatedwith
theCT state. heothermajor features are the lower and upper excitons, consisting of roughly 55%
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Figure 3.11 2D and 2DESS spectra of PD1PD2 calculated with ೭�� spectral density and��ˆ
contribution only. As in the ೭� simulation, PD1 and PD2 are delocalized on the upper (red) and
lower (blue) excitons in the ratio of 39:61, with the upper exciton consisting mostly of PD1.
Notably, the lower exciton is shited more (from 14,793 cm−1 to 14,587 cm−1) than the upper
exciton due to imaginary dephasing terms. he upper exciton shits from 15,101 cm−1 to
15,008 cm−1.
PD1, 36% PD2 for the upper excition, and 63% PD1, 37% PD2 for the lower exciton. Upon apply-
ing the static ield, the CT state becomes delocalized on the upper exciton, shiting the position
of the upper peak in the 2DESS spectrum to lower energy because of the stronger system-bath
coupling. he low-energy features in Figure 3.12 can be explained as a simple shit down in en-
ergy, analogous to the monomer-��ˆ case. he negative diagonal feature at 15,450 cm−1 and the
corresponding negative cross-peaks in the 2DESS spectrum relect the shit of the upper-exciton.
he vibrational structure of the shited lower-exciton is canceled by the negative cross-peak at(15,450 cm−1, 14,550 cm−1) and the upper-exciton is shited to a lower energy at 14,800 cm−1.
Interestingly, the patern of the low energy peak in the 2DESS is inverted from that of Figure 3.8.
his may be due to an interference efect of the CT state and the lower-exciton, which shits the
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Figure 3.12 2D and 2DESS spectra of PD1PD2+CT calculated with ೭�� spectral density and��ˆ
contribution only. he initial coniguration of the excitons is identical to the ೭� case discussed
above. A signiicant departure from the previous case is due to magnitude of the reorganization
shit of the localized CT state (red). It migrates from 14,885 cm−1 to 14,531 cm−1. he lower and
upper excitons are located at 14,590 cm−1 and 15,331 cm−1. he upper exciton is shited
primarily due to imaginary dephasing terms.
characteristic second-derivative shape seen in Figure 3.10 to slightly lower energy as the lower-
exciton takes on more CT character and therefore has larger system-bath coupling.
3.3 Discussion and Outlook
Stark spectroscopy has previously proven useful for the study of charge-separation reactions in
photosynthetic reaction centers[22], aswell as for themeasurement of the direction andmagnitude
of local electric ields[23,24]. Here we have seen that it works quite well for the case of weakly-
coupled excitonic systems, especially if the intrinsic peak asymmetry is taken into account. In this
case, the Liptay formalism is applicable, and has formed the basis of analysis for these systems.
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In the strongly-coupled dimer system considered here, however, it is evident that the simple
interpretationof peaks as irst- and second-derivative lineshapes is insuicient to localize the states
of interest. Further, it appears that the asymmetry of the lineshape is strongly dependent on the
strength of the system-bath coupling, allowing the lineshape to interpolate between the second-
and irst-derivative shape. his is particularly evident in the dimer with CT state case, for which
the CT statemigrates far away from its initial location upon application of the ield and dominates
the Stark signal contribution.
Based on a comparison of the results of preliminary 2DESS experiments on photosystem II
reaction center (see Chapter 6) to this model, it appears that the modeled permanent dipole mo-
ment diference ��ˆ of the charge-transfer state is overestimated. here the applied ield is nearly
twice as large, yet such signiicantly shited peaks have not been observed. his is not surprising,
because this magnitude was assigned based on a Coulombic coupling model that was then it to
Stark and 2D spectra. Including themodel discussed in this chapter in the form of the Stark calcu-
lation into the iting procedure can narrow the parameter space of the iting procedure and allow
a quantitative comparison of the 2DESS spectrum with experiment. Because of the numerical
averaging step involved in the 2DESS computation, at this time the full 2DESS simulation is too
expensive to include in the iting procedure directly. Future work includes performing the rota-
tional averaging of the 2DESSmodel analytically using the phased-rotational averaging formalism
of Andrews and Harlow[25].
For simple systems, the 2DESS experiment allows one to diferentiate the��ˆ case from the��ˆ case without resorting to iting lineshapes. Because there is no projection onto the excitation
axis ࿇� , the largest signals are not canceled even in the strongly-coupled dimer system. he lo-
cation of the negative features on the diagonal and their corresponding cross-peaks allows one to
localize the original position of the excitons. We expect this technique will be very useful for the
study of organic photovoltaics, for which the coupling is not as strong as that in photosynthetic
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reaction centers. Some experiments in this direction have already been performed on an organic
polymer in solution, and are discussed in Chapter 5.
While the 2DESS signal for strongly-coupled systems with CT character is complicated, the
experiment provides insight into the interference efects that dominate the Stark spectrumof these
systems. he modeling suggests that the 2DESS experiment is particularly sensitive to the CT
state, andmayprovide quantitativemeasurements ofmagnitude andposition of this state. hough
only the all-parallel optical polarization experiment was modeled here, performing this experi-
ment with diferent optical polarization schemes and relative angle between the optical propaga-
tion vector and the Stark ield may allow one to extract the relative orientation of the CT state
dipole compared to the transitions of the excitons.
In addition to providing information about the position of the CT state at a ixed time, a
two-dimensional electronic Stark experiment can be performed at diferent population times ೷,
probing the formation and coupling of CT states to excitonic states during the course of a charge-
transfer reaction. As demonstrated by the experiments of Chapter 6, the 2DESS spectra encodes
information on the kinetics of charge-separation, allowing the study of charge-transfer reactions in
complicated, spectrally-congested systems. Extracting quantitative information from these spec-
tra remains a challenge, and further modeling is required to assign meaning to the relative magni-
tude of the features observed.
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CHAPTER 4
Experimental Setup for 2DESS Experiments
In this chapter I describe the optical setup[1] that has been developed in our group that solves
many of the challenges associated with making high-sensitivity 2DES measurements and discuss
the analysis that must be done to reconstruct the complex third-order response. hen I show how
the setup may be extended to conveniently measure both the Stark and 2DESS signals at cryo-
genic temperatures[2]. High signal-to-noise measurements of Stark signals require the sample to
withstand a very high applied voltage near the dielectric strength limit of most materials. In the
inal section of this chapter I discuss the sample cell design and requirements on the samples that
allow this high voltage to be reached consistently. he experimental results using this setup can
be found in the following chapters.
4.1 Experimental Implementation of 2DES
Conceptually, our two-dimensional spectroscopy experiment can be broken up into three parts:
the generation and compression of light sources to act as the driving ields ഢ�, the manipulation
of the ields to produce a background-free geometry, and inally the heterodyne detection of the
signal.
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Figure 4.1 Optical layout of NOPA.he Ti:Sapph regen beam (800 nm) enters on the let (red)
and is split between the continuum generation and pump sections. he generated second
harmonic is shown in blue. he continuum and generated signal is shown in green. See the text
for details on components.
Light Sources
In our setup, a commerical pumped titanium-saphhire oscillator (SpectraPhysics MaiTai) gener-
ates 50 fs pulses centered near 800 nmat a 84MHz repetition rate. heoscillator seeds aTi:Sapph
regenerative ampliier (SpectraPhysics Spitire Pro) running at 500Hz and outputing 2mJ of en-
ergy per pulse at 800 nm. he majority of this energy is split into two home-built non-collinear
optical parametric ampliiers (NOPAs) which provide stable light sources tunable from 480 nm
to 720 nm.
he NOPA[3,4] utilizes two �() processes for operation: diference-frequency generation
(DFG) and second-harmonic generation (SHG). In DFG, electric ields at two frequencies ࿇�
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and࿇ interact in a nonlinear crystal material to produce a ield at the diference frequency࿇� =࿇� − ࿇. Second-harmonic generation is essentially this process in reverse, yielding a ield with
twice the frequency of the input࿇� = ࿇� +࿇�. In crystals without an inversion symmetry, these
processes are eicientwhen the frequencies satisfy energy conservation and are phase-matched[5].
InmostNOPAdesigns, β-bariumborate (BBO) is thenonlinearmediumof choicebecauseof high
damage threshold, low group-velocity dispersion, and low absorption overmost of the visible and
NIR[6].
Our NOPA design shown in Figure 4.1 is duplicated twice to provide the pump and probe
beams for the 2DES experiment. About 95% of the input from the regen is used to generate
second-harmonic at 400 nm in a 0.5mm BBO crystal to provide the pump for the DFG process.
he pump is split into two paths in a 30/70 ratio and sent to the the irst- and second-pass mixing
crystals. For both paths, fused silica retrorelectors provide chirp for the pumps and allow adjust-
ing the temporal overlap with the seed at the crystals. he remaining 5% provides the power for
continuum generation in 3mmC-cut sapphire window that acts as a broadband seed[7]. he seed
is collimated using a ഃ = 25mm of-axis parabolic mounted on a 5-axis kinematic mount and fo-
cused onto the irstmixing crystal using a 500mmsphericalmirror. heirst-pass pump is focused
by a 25mm fused-silica lens and spatially overlappedwith the seed to produceDFG.he resulting
signal is focused onto the secondmixing crystal and is ampliied further by the second-pass pump
(ഃ = 75mm).
he bandwidth and mode of the resulting signal can be optimized by adjusting the relative
angle between the seed and the pump, and their spatial and temporal overlap. To provide stable
and eicient operation, it is key that the pump intensity at each mixing power is approximately
100GW/cm2 and that the spot sizes of the pump and seed are well matched. Using this design,
we are routinely able to generate pulses of 120 nm bandwidth with a central wavelength tunable
from 530 nm to 670 nm, with a short-term stability below 1% over that bandwidth.
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Ater generating the pump and probe pulses, each is compressed using a home-built grism
compressor[8], which allows to compensate both second- and third-order dispersion. he com-
pression of the pump and probe is performed using compressor-based MIIPS[9] to observe the
efect of tuning the insertion and separation between the grisms on the second-harmonic gen-
erated in a 10 μm BBO. he pump undergoes additional compressed by an acousto-optic pulse-
shaper (Fastlite Dazzler) using the SPEAR algorithm[10]. Ater compression, the efective time-
resolution is veriied by performing a TG-FROGmeasurement in a thin piece of fused-silica, typ-
ically yielding sub-15 fs FWHMdurations.
2D Spectrometer
As discussed in Chapter 2, the two-dimensional electronic spectrum is generated when three
broadband optical pulses interact with the sample to generate a third-order polarization. Due to
the phase-matching condition, it is possible to set thewave-vectors of the ields� such that the sig-
nal is generated in a direction distinct from all of the driving ields. In our setup[1], this is achieved
using a difractive optic (DO) to produce a box-CARS-like geometry. he setup is shown in Fig-
ure 4.2. Briely, the pump and probe paths following parallel paths are focused by a ഃ = 500mm
spherical mirror onto a custom difraction grating (DO, 21 lines/mm) designed to produce odd
orders. Using a mask, we select the±Ѳ orders of the pump path and denote them as ��,. Along
the probe path, the +Ѳ order is selected for the probe beam � and the +Ѵ order is used for the
local oscillatorഢLO. he difracted beams are imaged to the sample position using aഃ = 200mm
spherical mirror, and then the heterodyned signal generated in the rephasing �� direction is col-
limated and detected with a spectrometer (Horiba Jobin-Yvon iHR320 with PIXIS 1340X100B
CCD) to be read out with every laser shot (500Hz).
he three time-delays for the experiment are generated as follows. he coherence time-delay� between pump pulses is obtained with sub-fs precision using the pulse shaper (Dazzler), which
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Figure 4.2 A schematic representation of a difractive-optic-based two-dimensional electronic
Stark spectroscopy setup.
also provides compression and phase-cycling capabilities. he relative time delay between the last
pump pulse and the probe ೷ is controlled by a conventional retrorelector-based delay. he het-
erodyned signal is detectedwith a spectrometer, so no scanning of the detection time � is required.
he heterodyne delay between the local oscillator and the probe is controlled by a thin piece of
fused silica, to produce a time delay of �LO = 850 fs at 650 nm.
Unlike a conventional box-CARSsetup, our setupcontains twopulsespropagating collinearly
along the pump path, resulting in six total pulses ater the DO (see Figure 4.3). he signal can be
generated from four combinations of the pump pulses interacting the probe; the detected signal
in the �� direction is a superposition of the rephasing signal obtained from scanning � > ѱ, two
transient-grating signals (� = ѱ), and the nonrephasing signal � < ѱ. he three types of signals
can be separated based on their phase-dependence by a technique called phase-cycling[11,12].
As essentially a broadband nested interferometer, the 2D spectroscopy experiment is partic-
ularly sensitive to phase jiter between the driving ields. By using common optics for all parts
of the interferometer and generating the two pump pulses collinearly in the pulse-shaper, our
setup is passively phase-stable to ྐྵ/ѳѱѱ[1]. Further, the setup is easily conigured to perform
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Figure 4.3 Phase-matching diagram in the difractive-optic pulse-shaping setup. he coherence
delay � between pumps (shown in red) is controlled with the pulse-shaper, which also applies a
phase shit (��, �) to each pump. he heterodyne-detected signal in the �LO is recollimated
and collected with a spectrometer.
transient-absorption/pump-probemeasurements and linear absorptionmeasurements by chang-
ing the mask ater the DO, during the same experiment. his capability is utilized for phase-
reconstruction of the complex measured signal, called “phasing.”
Signal Reconstruction
hemeasured signal at the spectrometer consists of several contributions. In addition to the het-
erodyned signal encoding the third-order response (see §2.4), there are also several non-phase-
matched contributions collectively referred to as scater. hedetected intensity for each pixel takes
the form
೬measured(�, ೷) = Ră�⋆LO��(�, ೷) + ೬s(�, ೷) + ೬LO (4.1)+ ೬pump + ೬probe + Ră�⋆LO�pump + Ră�⋆LO�probe (4.2)
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In this expression, the irst term on the right contains the rephasing, non-rephasing, and transient-
grating signals. he remaining terms are unwanted signals that must be removed. Particularly
bothersome are the heterodyned scater terms, �⋆LO, because they represent dynamic scater that
is ampliied by the local oscillator and cannot be removed by averaging.
To extract the heterodyned signal, we use a technique borrowed from NMR called phase-
cycling. he pulse-shaper gives a precise control over the relative phase of the pump pulses which
gets imprinted on both the third-order signals and the �⋆LO�pump term. Consider that we apply a
phase �� to the irst pump and � to the second∗. From (2.77) we can see that away from pulse-
overlap, the rephasing signal will have the same phase-dependence as the �� vector, −�� + �.
Similarly, the non-rephasing has the opposite phase,��−�, and we obtain two transient-grating
signals with phases �� − �� = � − � = ѱ. Unlike the third-order signals, the dynamic scater
terms depend only on a single phase. Writing this expression in matrix notation we obtain
೬measured(�, ೷) = Ră [ം�(−�ᆫ+�ᆬ) ം�(�ᆫ−�ᆬ) Ѳ ᅉ��ᆫ + ᅉ��ᆬ Ѳ Ѳ]
ጂጃጃጃጃጃጃጃጃጃጃጃጄ
�re�⋆LO�nr�⋆LO�tg�⋆LO�pump�⋆LO�probe�⋆LO೬DC
ጅጆጆጆጆጆጆጆጆጆጆጆጇ
(4.3)
Here, I have grouped all of the intensities in the ೬DC term and split the�s term based on the phase-
dependence of each signal. One approach to separating the signals of interest is to perform two
measurements with a pair of phases shited by �, such as (ѱ, �/ѳ) and (�, Ѵ�/ѳ), and averaging
the resulting signals and canceling the pump scater terms. In the case that it is possible to inde-
pendently scan the coherence time � independently, the rephasing and nonrephasing signals can
∗of course due to the geometry, we will see both time-orderings of the pulse, even away from pulse-overlap
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be separated as well[11]. In this setup, both positive and negative � are scanned simultaneously,
precluding the use of this technique.
Instead, we combine this �-lipping technique with a three-phase-cycle approach proposed
by Zhang et al.[12] and perform 2x3 style of phase-cycling, using the phases
(��, �) ∈ {(ѱ, ѱ), (�, �), (ѱ, ѳ�/Ѵ), (�, Ѷ�/Ѵ), (ѱ, ѵ�/Ѵ), (�, Ѹ�/Ѵ)} (4.4)
his corresponds to adding rows to the matrix in (4.3). Ater removing the pump scater terms as
before, the inal separation is performed by inverting the matrix
ጂጃጃጃጃጄ
�re�⋆LO�nr�⋆LO�tg�⋆LO + �probe�⋆LO + ೬DC
ጅጆጆጆጆጇ =
ጂጃጃጃጃጄ
Ѳ Ѳ Ѳം� ᆬ�ᆭ ം−� ᆬ�ᆭ Ѳം� ᆮ�ᆭ ം−� ᆮ�ᆭ Ѳ
ጅጆጆጆጆጇ
−� ጂጃጃጃጃጄ
೬� + ೬೬ + ೬೬ + ೬
ጅጆጆጆጆጇ (4.5)
where ೬� refer to successivemeasurementswith diferent phase-cycle pairs for the same coherence
and population time.
he separated rephasing and non-rephasing ields are obtained by spectral interferometery[13].
Ater Fourier-transforming over the pixel to the “pseudo-time” axis ྼ ∝ Ѳ/ྐྵ, the intensity terms
that do not depend on the local oscillator �LO are localized around ྼ = ѱ, while the rest of the
terms are near±Ѳ/�LO. he two types of signals are separated in the Fourier plane by windowing
with a supergaussian.
he ೬DC terms are used to obtain the local oscillator estimate �LO ≈ √|೬DC|. he static
scater terms ೬pump and ೬probe are removed by performing auxilliary measurements using a shuter.
he rephasing and non-rephasing signals may then be reconstructed by noting that
��(�, ೷, ྼ) = ���⋆LO√|೬LO| (4.6)
In this procedure, the phase of the local-oscillator is lost leading to an unknown phase fac-
tor applied to the signals. To reconstruct it, an auxilliary pump-probe measurement at the same
population time is used. his procedure is called phasing the 2D spectrum.
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Phasing
A pump-probe signal is obtained when a pump pulse interacts twice (� = ѱ) with the sample
to create a population that is then detected with the probe at some population time ೷ later. he
measured signal is self-heterodyned, that is, the third-order ield�� is phase-matchedwith the probe
ield and interferes at the detector to generate a pump-dependent intensity,
೬pp(೷) = ೬probe + ೬pump + Ră{�⋆probe�s(೬pump)} (4.7)೶pp(೷) ≡ ೬pp(೷) − ೬probe√||೬probe|| (4.8)
his signal represents the real absorptive projection of the third-order response of the sample at� = ѱ. he full complex signal is obtained by the heterodyned-2DES experiment with an un-
known relative phase. he phasing process consists of applying a phase-correction to the mea-
sured 2D signal to make it match the pump-probe, assuming that the pump scater term ೬pump is
small. his is achieved by nonlinear least-squaresminimization of the residual at some population
time,
೵ = ∑�ቔ ‖‖೶pp(೷, ࿇�) − Ѳѳ Ră[(೶()RE (� = ѱ, ೷, ࿇�) + ೶()NR(� = ѱ, ೷, ࿇�)) ăxď(−��(࿇�))]‖‖= ∑�ቔ ‖‖Ră[೶pp(೷, ࿇�) − ೶()TG (೷, ࿇�) ăxď(−��(࿇�))]‖‖ (4.9)
where�(࿇�) is a second-order polynomial, and the transient-grating signal೶()TG has beendeined∗.
Here, exponential term represents the relative phase accumulated by the local oscillator compared
to the probe due to the delay plate. Ater the polynomial coeicients are found, the global phase
is applied to measured 2D spectra for all subsequent (�, ೷) combinations.
∗�(ᆭ)TG contains the same information information as thepump-probe signal, but canbeobtained in abackground-
free geometry and is less susceptible to scater. In order to obtain the absorptive part of the third-order response,
however, it requires phasing.
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he real absorptive 2D spectrum is then obtained as the real part of the Fourier-transformed
rephasing and non-rephasing spectrum.
೶()2d (࿇�, ೷, ࿇�) = Ѳѳ Ră [೶()RE (−࿇�, ೷, ࿇�) + ೶()NR(࿇�, ೷, ࿇�)] (4.10)
Inpractice, aterwindowing the signal using aKaiserwindowandzero-padding, theFFT is applied
over � to obtain the detection axis[14]. Prior to the transformation, the time-zero point � = ѱ is
scaled by Ѳ/ѳ to prevent a baseline ofset in the single-sided FFT. See Bracewell for details. he
detection axis࿇� is interpolated to even frequency spacing by the method of Dorrer et al.[15].
4.2 Implementation of 2DESS
We used an optical liquid-nitrogen immersion cryostat[16] ( Janis) extended with a sample holder
and custom feedthroughdesigned towithstandhigh voltageswithout breakdown (seeFigure 4.4).
he use of an immersion cryostat simpliies electrical connections to the sample as the sample cell
does not need to be sealed, and allows very rapid cooling by submersing the sample in liquid nitro-
gen[16]. he sample cell consistingof conductive transparent indium-titaniumoxide (ITO)coated
microscope slides is atached to a sample rod (G10 composite) by two copper electrodes. Indium
wire is applied between the copper electrodes and the sample cell to provide beter electrical con-
tact and toprevent crackingof the glass slides. Voltage is applied to the electrodes by a feedthrough
made of hollow alumina rods with an epoxied copper rod core, to which telon-jacketed coaxial
cable (RG 400) has been soldered.
he cryostat was originally designed to be used by quenching the sample in liquid nitrogen,
rapid cooling the sample. We have found that ambient humidity causes tiny crystals to form in the
liquid nitrogen which cause intermitent scater efects. In absorption measurements this is not a
signiicant probembecause scater shows up as a luctuating baseline that can be averaged out. Un-
like in conventional Stark experiments, in the 2DES experiment the scater shows up as dynamic
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non-phase-matched signal that interferes with the local oscillator to produce high amplitude luc-
tuation that can swamp the signal. We ill the sample chamber by condensing iltered nitrogen gas
instead. In thismodality the sample is cooled from room temperature to 77 K in about 5min, with
an additional 15min required to fully submerge the sample. Swapping samples is done by purging
the chamber with nitrogen gas until all liquid nitrogen evaporates and then repeating the cooling
process.
To generate the high-voltage waveform, an arbitrary waveform generator (AWG, Agilent
33500B) is conigured to generate a tapered-cosinewindowof variable amplitude, which is ampli-
ied1,000 V/Vbyahigh-voltagepower supply (TReK10/10B-HS) to amaximumapplied voltage
of 10 kV. heAWG is synchronizedwith the pulse-shaper to produce ield-on/ield-ofwaveform
of 50% duty cycle such that a phase-cycle block is collected each half-cycle. he applied voltage is
recorded using an ADC (National Instruments) and is used to tag the measured spectra.
Ater the signal is collected, the measured spectra are split into two groups based on applied
voltage and the 2DES analysis is performed on each group. he resulting phased 2D is then sub-
tracted to generate a 2DESS spectrum. he transient-grating Starkmeasurement (TGESS) is per-
formed in the sameway, but in that case the length of the phase-cycle block is 4 waveforms instead
of 6. he Stark measurement is performed on the same setup by blocking all beams but the local
oscillator at the mask (see §4.1) and detecting the change in the transmission spectrum as a func-
tion of applied ield. his experiment is routinely done to verify that the voltage is being applied
to the sample, before a more time-consuming experiment is performed.
4.3 Sample Cell Preparation
Aprimary challenge in Stark spectroscopy is consistently reaching a large applied voltage. he sig-
nal scales roughly quadratically with the ield, so small improvements near the limit of the dielec-
tric breakdown yields large dividends. Using our setup, we have been consistently able to reach
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applied approaching 2MV/cm. his is achieved by careful treatment of the ITO slides making
up the sample cell and by optimizing the quality of the glassy-matrix that is used to suspend the
sample.
Sample cell
he sample cell consists of two etched ITO slides separated by a 50 μm polyimide spacer that are
held together with micro-size binder clips or optical adhesive. he ITO coated microscope slides
obtained from Delta Technologies (25 × 25 × 1.1mm, 30Ω to 60Ω) are cleaned with acetone
and then ethanol, and a mask is painted on using nail-polish. he shape of the mask is chosen
so as to provide a large-enough area of uniform ield while preventing “creepage” along the sur-
face. We found that a disk of 4mmdiameter provides enough area to ind a scater-free spot while
preventing breakdown. he slides then etched following the protocol in Appendix B.
Whenpreparing the sample-cell forwater-soluble samples like those inChapter 6, the etched
ITO slides are coated with a thin uniform layer of PMMA by spin-coating. We have found that
this increases the efectiveness of cryoprotectants by decreasing water adhesion and increases the
efective mean-free-path to prevent dielectric breakdown. Ater spin-coating, the excess coating
on the edges of the electrodes was removed by rubbing with toluene. About 20 μL of sample was
then applied onto one slide and then covered by the second and held together by binder clips. For
the experiments on photosynthetic reaction centers, this procedure is performed in a glovebag
illed with nitrogen to avoid signiicant exposure to oxygen.
For experiments on chlorophyll a in ethanol and TIPS-pentacene in 3-methylpentane, the
PMMA coating step was skipped. Due to the slow cooling rate of the cryostat, the sample cell had
to be sealed to prevent evaporation of the volatile solvents. A UV-curable epoxy (Norland 62)
was applied to polyimide spacers and to one side of the cell. Ater the cell was exposed to UV for
3min, the sample was loaded by capillary action through the exposed side. Ater this, the cell was
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rotated so that the remaining side was facing down and then it was sealed with a small amount of
glycerol.
he use of glass spacer beads and epoxy has also been used to seal the sample cell in an atmo-
sphere of nitrogen. his was required to run experiments on pentacene ilms which are sensitive
to oxygen.
Each cell was then mounted to the sample holder and indium wire was placed between the
copper electrodes and the ITO slides to improve electrical contact. Ater the experiment, the cell
is discarded.
Samples
For experiments on TIPS-pentacene of Chapter 5, the epoxied cell protocol was used. To prepare
the sample, TIPS-pentacene was dissolved in 3-methylpentane such that the inal optical density
was 0.3 at 1.93 eV at room temperature for a 50 μm path length cell. All reagents were purchased
from Sigma-Aldrich.
Active photosystem II reaction centers (seeChapter 6)were prepared by the protocol in Ap-
pendix A. Briely, samples were isolated from spinach by irst isolating PSII membrane fragments
by themethodofBerthold et al.[17] and then converting them to activePSIIRCsby treatmentwith
Triton-X100 and β-DM by an extension of a protocol developed by Leeuwen et al.[18]. he sam-
ple was concentrated with a 30K NMWL centrifugal ilter (Millipore) and diluted with a 50/50
mixture of glycerol/ethylene glycol (% w/w) such that the inal OD in 50 μmwas 0.3. Just before
loading the sample, 1% by volume of ice-blockers[19,20] X-1000 and Z-1000 was added as well.
Full description of the protocol and bufers can be found in the appendix.
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4.4 Conversion Factors
Dipole moments are conventionally measured in Debye, 1 D ≡ 3.34 × 10−30 Cm. Polarizibility
is usually expressed in cgs units as 1 Å3 ≡ 1.113 × 10−40 Cm2 V−1.
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CHAPTER 5
Demonstration of Two-dimensional Electronic Stark Spectroscopy
he original version of this chapter was irst published as a paper found at the reference
A. Loukianov et al.: Two-dimensional Electronic Stark Spectroscopy. he Journal of
Physical Chemistry Leters (2017), acs.jpclet.6b02695. doi: 10.1021/acs.jpclett.
6b02695
5.1 Introduction
Characterizing ultrafast energy and charge transfer is important for our understanding of systems
ranging from natural photosynthetic complexes to organic semiconductors. Two-dimensional
electronic spectroscopy (2DES) has been shown to be a powerful method for studying electronic
structure, dynamics and energy transfer in a wide range of systems[2–4]. As a third-order non-
linear spectroscopy, 2DES is closely related to transient absorption spectroscopy. In 2DES the
excitation pulse in a transient absorption experiment is split into two pulses separated by a time�. Following the second excitation pulse, a third pulse probes the sample ater a “waiting time”೷.
he complex signal ield is resolved as a function of both � and the time following the third pulse
(�). heFourier transform of the signal with respect to � and � yields the respective excitation and
detection axes of the 2D spectrum for a given waiting time ೷. At ೷ = ѱ, the 2D spectrum pro-
vides rich information about electronic structure: the peak shapes along the diagonal provide a
measure of homogeneous and inhomogeneous broadening, while cross-peaks indicate electronic
coupling[3]. he waiting time evolution of the 2D spectrum reveals the relaxation dynamics and
has beenused tomap energy transfer pathways[2,5]. Inmany systemsof interest, identifying charge
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transfer states, which are oten nonradiative, is considerablymore di cult, and theoretical studies
have shown that 2D spectra are oten relatively insensitive to charge separation pathways[6].
In Stark spectroscopy, also commonly referred to as electro-absorption spectroscopy, the lin-
ear absorption of the sample is measured with and without the application of a large DC (Stark)
electric ield, and the diferential linear absorption is reported. his approach, which is a one-
dimensional measurement, has proven to be a valuable method for uncovering charge transfer
(CT) states in photosynthetic reaction centers[7–9] and other systems[10,11]. he presence of a
large large electric ield Stark-shits energy levels and also inluences the movement of charge. A
number of time-resolved measurements have used electric-ield modulation to investigate charge
carrier generation and dynamics in a range of materials using photoluminescence[12], photocur-
rent[13], second-harmonic generation[14] and pump−probe spectroscopies[11,15–18]. he magni-
tude of the electric-ield-dependent signal is oten small[15], necessitating a sensitive spectroscopic
method. Here we combine 2DES with Stark spectroscopy, extending the dimensionality of pre-
vious Stark spectroscopy measurements by performing diferential 2DES with and without the
application of a Stark electric ield. he resulting two-dimensional electronic Stark spectroscopy
(2DESS) resolves the Stark shits of the system along both excitation and detection frequency
axes as a function of waiting time. Like Stark spectroscopy, the method promises to reveal CT
states. he additional frequency dimension of 2DESS should reveal coupling of these states to
other states of the system. For systems where the Stark ield modiies the charge separation kinet-
ics, the waiting time dependence of the 2DESS spectrum promises to directly report the difer-
ence in kinetics, highlighting the states involved in the charge separation process. he same ex-
perimental setup can readily perform transient- grating electronic Stark spectroscopy (TGESS).
Given that transient-grating spectroscopy ofers improved sensitivity compared to pump−probe
spectroscopy and enables phase-resolved measurements[19], we expect that TGESS ofers advan-
tages over electric-ield-modulated pump−probe spectroscopy. Here we demonstrate 2DESS and
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TGESSon6,13–bis(triisopropylsilylethynyl pentacene) in3-methylpentane at 77 K. TIPS-pentacene
was chosen for its large Stark response and recent interest in this material for photovoltaic appli-
cations[20].
5.2 heory
he shit in energy�ℰ of an electronic transition in response to an applied electric ieldണ is given
by �ℰ = −��ˆ ⋅ ണ − Ѳѳണ ⋅ ��ˆ ⋅ ണ (5.1)
where ��ˆ and ��ˆ are the respective changes in dipole moment and polarizability between the
initial and inal states[21]. he large ��ˆ associated with CT states enables their observation by
Stark spectroscopy. he sensitivity of Stark spectroscopy to ��ˆ provides insight into the interac-
tions between a molecule and its local environment. A Stark spectrum is frequently decomposed
into a linear combination of irst- and second-derivatives of the linear absorption spectrum with
respect to frequency. For isolated transitions from nonoriented, immobilized samples, the irst
and second derivative contributions to the Stark spectrum are associated with ��ˆ and ��ˆ re-
spectively[21]. Additionally, a zero derivative contribution may be present due to a change in the
transition dipole moment in the presence of the Stark ield. In (5.1), ണ is the local ield experi-
enced by a molecule which difers from the macroscopic ield due to intermolecular interactions
and solvation efects[21,22]. We avoid the dependence on a particular solvation model by describ-
ing the local ield as ണ = ഃഢ, where ഃ is a dimensionless scalar local-ield correction factor and‖ഢ‖ = ೹/ഁ is the external ield, calculated as an applied voltage drop ೹ over a plate separationഁ[21]. his approach straightforwardly generalizes to nonlinear interactions[23].
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Figure 5.1 Experimental setup for two-dimensional electronic Stark spectroscopy. (a)he
hybrid pulse-shaping/difractive optics-based 2DES setup[24], where PS = pulse-shaper, DO =
difractive optic, HV = high voltage, S = sample. he lenses are shown for simplicity only; in the
setup a spherical mirror (f = 500mm) is used to focus the beams onto the difractive optic (DO),
and a paterned spherical mirror (f = 200mm) is used to relay the focus at the DO to the sample
position. he relective coating is etched away to selectively atenuate the local oscillator. (b)he
Stark cell design. (c)he timing diagram for the sequence of phase-cycled optical pulses and the
applied electric ield in a 2DESS experiment.
5.3 Methods
heexperimental setup for2DESSandTGESS is shown inFigure5.1 andemploys ahybriddifractive-
optics/pulse-shaping approach for the 2DESmeasurements[24]. he output of a regenerative am-
pliier (SpectraPhysics Spitire Pro) operating at 500Hz was used to pump two dual-stage non-
collinear optical parametric ampliiers (NOPAs)[25] to provide the pump (centered at 620 nm,
60 nm full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) bandwidth) and probe (centered at 620 nm, 85 nm
FWHMbandwidth) pulses. Both pump and probe pulses were compressed with grism compres-
sors[26]; for the pump pulse this serves to enable broader bandwidth operation of the Dazzler
pulse-shaper, which produces a collinear 16 fs pulse pair separated by the desired � and with rela-
tive phase ��. A separate grism compressor provided the full pulse compression for the probe
pulse (17 fs). he pump was chopped and advanced relative to the probe by delay ೷ using a
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retrorelector on a linear translation stage. he pump and probe were focused onto a difractive
optic to generate the background-free passively phase-stable 2DES geometry and a delayed local
oscillator for heterodyne detection. he beams, with parallel relative polarizations and pulse en-
ergies of 34 nJ and 30 nJ (pump and probe respectively), were spatially overlapped and focused to
a 180 μm spot on a Stark sample cell in a liquid nitrogen immersion cryostat ( Janis)[27].
To prepare the sample, TIPS-pentacenewas dissolved in 3-methylpentane such that the inal
optical density was 0.3 at 1.93 eV at room temperature for a 50 μm path length cell. All reagents
were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. he concentrated sample was loaded into a custom sam-
ple cell composed of etched conductive (ITO) cover slides separated by a 50 μm (nominal) poly-
imide spacer and sealedon three sideswithNorland68optical adhesive. Ater loading, the cellwas
sealed on the remaining side by a layer of glycerol. An arbitrary waveform generator (AWG) (Agi-
lent 33500B) synchronized to the laser trigger was used to generate a variable-amplitude lowpass-
iltered square-wave with period of 24ms and 50% duty cycle. he AWG output was used to
drive a high voltage power supply (TReK 10/10B-HS) that induced an applied electric ield of up
to 2.2MV/cm/f in the sample. he heterodyned signal was detectedwith a spectrometer (Horiba
Jobin-Yvon iHR320 and PIXIS 1340X100BCCD) and was read-out at every laser shot (500Hz).
he 2DESS data was generated as follows. For each � delay, the external ield wasmodulated
(Figure 5.1c) such that a group of six phase cycles (�� − �) was collected for each half-cycle of
the modulation. For 10% of the CCD integration time the probe was blocked with a shuter to
collect background. he total CCD integration time per � was 5 s. At each delay ೷, 60 � points
were collected from 0 fs to 390 fs (step size of 6.61 fs). A full 2DESS spectrum took about 5min
to acquire. Ater spectral interferometry, phase-cycling, and Fourier-transformation of the � axis,
the isolated rephasing and nonrephasing spectra were combined and the data “phased” to obtain
2D absorptive electronic spectra[24]. he diference between the ield-on and ield-of spectra ob-
tained in this way yield the 2DESS spectrum. TGESS can be performed with this setup by seting
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.2 (a) Flat chemical structure of TIPS-pentacene. (b) Top panel: Stark spectrum of
TIPS–pentacene in 3-methylpentane at 77 K and 2.2MV/cm/f applied ield is shown as a solid
black line. Botom panel: Linear absorption spectrum of TIPS–pentacene in 3-methylpentane
at 77 K. Dashed lines show a least-squares it to the linear absorption spectrum (see Appendix C
for details). A it of scaled irst- and second- derivatives of these lineshapes is shown as a red
dashed line in the top panel; all parameters other than the amplitude of the derivatives were held
ixed.
� = ѱ and scanning ೷ to study electric-ield-dependent kinetics. he TGESS signal is a subset
of the 2DESS data and can be tupautomatically extracted via phase-cycling from 2DESSmeasure-
ments[24]. SinceTGESSdoes not require scanning of the � delay, it can also be performedwithout
the need for the pulse-shaper shown in Figure 5.1.
5.4 Results
helinear absorptionandStark spectrumofTIPS-pentacene in3-methylpentaneat 77 Kare shown
Figure5.2. hedominantpeak at 1.93 eV in the linear absorption spectrum is assigned to the೶� →೶� transition of TIPS-pentacene in 3-methylpentane, while the higher energy peaks are consistent
with two vibrational progressions of frequency 250 cm−1 and 1,165 cm−1, giving rise to transi-
tions at 1.96 eV, 2.07 eV and 2.10 eV. hese vibrational modes are in reasonable agreement with
intramolecular modes identiied in Raman studies of pentacene[28,29] and TIPS-pentacene[30], as
well as with recent 2DES studies of thin ilms of TIPS-pentacene and other pentacene deriva-
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tives[31]. We it the linear absorption spectrum using pseudo-Voigt and Lorentzian lineshapes as
detailed in the Supporting Information, yielding the it shown in Figure 5.2. Two low-amplitude
transitions were also identiied at 2.25 eV and 2.28 eV in the linear absorption spectrum but lie
outside of the spectral range of our 2DESS measurements. he Stark spectrum in the ೶� → ೶�
region resembles the irst-derivative of the linear absorption spectrum, indicating that ��ˆ domi-
nates the Stark response. Although second-derivative features have been included in the model,
their contribution to the quality of the it is negligible (see details of the iting in the Supporting
Information). hese observations are consistent with recent Stark spectroscopymeasurements in
solid pentacene ilms that report��ˆ contributions associated with the vibrational progression of
the Frenkel exciton states[32]. his is in contrast to earlier work in which a combination of��ˆ and��ˆ contributions were invoked to account for the respective irst- and second-derivative features
in the Stark spectrum of solid pentacene ilms[10]. For our solution studies we expect the dipole
moment change to be dominated by��ˆ due to the absence of intermolecular CT states that were
proposed to give rise to the��ˆ contributions in the ilm studies[10].
Figure 5.3 shows the 2DES and 2DESS spectra of TIPS-pentacene at 77 K at a waiting time
of೷ = 1 ns. he 2DES spectrum shows positive features along the diagonal at energies consistent
with the linear absorption spectrum. In 2DES spectra, positive features arise from ground state
bleach (GSB) and stimulated emission (SE) signals, while negative features indicate excited state
absorption (ESA). At early waiting times, positive signals at the cross-peak position between two
transitions indicate a common ground state between them. he dominant peak at 1.93 eV in the
2DES spectrum arising from the ೶� → ೶� transition exhibits persistent diagonal elongation at೷ = 1 ns relecting inhomogeneous broadening. he lower amplitude, higher-energy diagonal
peaks and cross-peaks are consistent with the transitions assigned to two vibrational progressions
in our iting of the linear absorption spectrum. Above the diagonal the 2DES spectrum shows a
strong ESA signal at a probe energy of≈2.15 eV.
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Figure 5.3 Two dimensional spectroscopy of TIPS–pentacene in 3-methylpentane at 77 K. (a)
Normalized 2D electronic spectrum (2DES) at a waiting time of ೷ = 1 ns at a contour spacing
of 0.01 units, omiting 3% of full-scale around zero. (b) 2D electronic Stark spectrum (2DESS)
at 2.2MV/cm/f applied ield and a waiting time of ೷ = 1 ns. he spectrum was multiplied by
the same normalization factor as in (a). Contours have spacing of 0.001 units, omiting 3% of
full-scale (0.1 units) around zero. To obtain this data, 60 � points were collected with an
integration time of 5 s per � for a total acquisition time of about 5min.
he2DESSdata showpositive andnegative features at anumberofdiferent excitation/detection
energies. As a diferential (ield on - ield of) measurement, the signed features in a 2DESS spec-
trum have several origins. hey may arise from frequency shits of the molecular transitions, as
well as changes in transition-dipole moment with applied ield. Reorientation efects may also
play a role but are negligible here, where samples are frozen at 77 K. Positive 2DESS features may
relect increased positive 2DES signal amplitude (fromGSBor SE) or a decrease in negative signal
(ESA) in the presence of the ield, while negative 2DESS features will show the opposite of these
trends. he 2DESS signal near the ೶� → ೶� transition resembles a irst-derivative shape along the
diagonal, consistent with the Stark spectrum. he relatively weaker higher energy diagonal peaks
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Figure 5.4 Normalized transient grating Stark spectroscopy of TIPS–pentacene in
3-methylpentane at 77 K, recorded with a 2.2MV/cm/f applied ield. In this case, 100 ೷ points
were collected with a camera integration time of 10 s per ೷ with a hyperbolic spacing. he data
acquisition took 17min.
show negligible signal, but the cross-peaks above and below the diagonal are clearly visible, due to
ampliication from the intense೶� → ೶� transition. hepositive and negative features of the cross-
peaks are consistent with a similar irst-derivative type of shit of the higher energy peaks of the
vibrational progression, consistentwith expectations that these transitions shit in the sameway as
the fundamental electronic transition. As in the Stark spectrum, these irst derivative shapes along
the diagonal are consistent with the TIPS-pentacene transitions being dominated by changes in��ˆ. In the Supporting Information we provide a comparison of the Stark spectrumwith the diag-
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onal slice from the 2DESS data at 50 fs and 1 ns. he 2DESS spectrum also shows a large positive
signal with small negative features above the diagonal at a probe energy of ≈2.15 eV. he 2DES
spectrum shows a strong negative feature due to ESA at this location. We note that this ESA tran-
sition is shited in a signiicantly diferent way from the other transitions in the 2DESS spectrum,
suggesting that it is highly sensitive to the Stark ield and may have some CT character.
5.5 Discussion
Like Stark spectroscopy, the 2DESS method requires immobilization of the molecule of interest,
whichcanbeachieved in aglassymatrix orby thinilmpreparation[21]. Our choiceof 3-methylpentane
as the solvent for this studywasmotivatedby theneed toobtain a high-quality optical glass at 77 K,
as well as suicient optical density over the 50 μm path length cell. We note that in this solvent,
the vibrational progression is considerably beter pronounced than in studies of TIPS-pentacene
ilms[31]. In thin ilms or solids, intermolecular interactions lead to excitonic coupling and CT
states as well as rich photophysics such as singlet ission. We expect that the combination of Stark
spectroscopy and 2DESS will enable the identiication of CT states and their coupling to other
transitions. While CT states can be identiied by their Stark response, charge separation kinet-
ics may also be altered by the applied ield, and will be evident in the waiting time dependence
of the 2DESS signal. In analogy to previous studies that have used electric-ield modulation to
study charge carrier generation and kinetics[18] using pump−probe or other time-resolved spec-
troscopies,TGESSofers ahigh sensitivity approach. In the caseofTIPS-pentacene in3-methylpentane,
no charge separation is observed, as is evident from the TGESS data shown in Figure 5.4. Follow-
ing the initial changes in dipole moment and polarizability associated with photoexcitation, there
is litle time evolution of the signal over the ≈1 ns of the experiment with the exception of mod-
ulation due to vibrational wavepacket motion within the irst few picoseconds. In conclusion,
we have demonstrated 2DESS and TGESS on TIPS-pentacene at 77 K. We expect that 2DESS
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will be useful for characterizing the electronic structure of molecular systems by augmenting the
information about the change in dipole moment and polarizability of transitions available from
Stark spectroscopy. he additional frequency dimension of 2DESS may help distinguish dipole
moment and polarizability changes in samples with overlapping transitions, enabling the identii-
cation of CT states and their coupling to other transitions. he additional waiting time dimension
of 2DESSmay enable identiication of charge separation processes and the states that drive them.
he electric-ield-dependent kinetics can also be characterized with TGESS, which ofers a high
sensitivity alternative to electric-ield-modulated pump−probe spectroscopy, a method that has
been useful for understanding charge photogeneration, mobility, and dynamics in photovoltaic
materials[18]. In combination with 2DES, we expect the 2DESS and TGESS methods to further
our understanding of the electronic structure, energy transfer, and charge separation processes in
natural and artiicial light harvesting systems.
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CHAPTER 6
2DESS Applied to the Photosystem II RC
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter, I apply the 2D electronic Stark spectroscopy (2DESS) developed in the previous
chapters to the spinach Photosystem II reaction center preparation D1D2 Cyt b559. he features
observed show some similarity to the lineshapes of the dimer+CT system simulated in Chapter 3.
Unlike themeasurements onTIPS–pentacene inChapter 5, the 2DESS and transient-absorption
Stark measurements exhibit spectrally-dependent kinetics. hough extracting quantitative infor-
mation from these data is challenging and improvements in signal-to-noise are required, the po-
tential of this experiment to enable sensitive, high time-resolution detection of charge-transfer
states and their coupling to other charge transfer and exciton states is evident.
6.2 Methods
he setup and experimental procedure are discussed in detail in Chapter 4. In these experiments,
the NOPA light sources were tuned to be centered at 660 nm, and to have approximately 100 nm
of bandwidth (FWHM). When compressed by the grisms, the pulses are 15 fs in duration. he
Stark, TGESS, and 2DESS signals were collected at an applied voltage of 8.5 kV, corresponding to
anexternal ieldof 1.7MV/cm in the sample cell. hesamplewasprepared fromspinach following
the method of van Leeuwen[1] described in Appendix A.
Data was analyzed as discussed in §4.2. By convention, the 2DESS and TGESS spectra are
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Figure 6.1 Normalized Stark spectrum of D1D2 Cyt b559 preparation at 77K obtained at
2.0MV/cm applied ield. he peak are located at 14.57 kK, 14.71 kK, 14.90 kK and 15.10 kK.
hemaximum between two negative features is at 14.77 kK.
obtained by subtracting the ield-of measurements from ield-on measurements,
೶Stark = ೶ield on − ೶ield of (6.1)
All spectra are normalized to themaximumabsolute value. For Stark data, the ratio of the Field of
amplitude to the Stark signal amplitude is indicated by a scaling factor in the upper right of each
plot. Contours are ploted exponentially with base ം, with the smallest contour corresponding to
0.05 units. For convenience wavenumber is in kilokayser, 1 kK ≡ Ѳѱcm−1.
6.3 Results
A Stark spectrum obtained at 77 K is shown in Figure 6.1. It exhibits three prominent features,
14.57 kK, 14.71 kK and 14.90 kK as well as broad sidebands on the blue and red sides. he mea-
sured spectrum agrees qualitatively with that obtained by Novoderezhkin et al.[2,3], however the
localmaximumnear 14.77 kKdoes not cross zero as it does in thatwork. Fromvoltage-dependent
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Figure 6.2 Transient-grating (top) and TGESS spectra (botom) of D1D2 Cyt b559 preparation
at 77K. Population time T was scanned hyperbolically to obtain both slow and fast kinetic
components.
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studies, we have seen that this feature decreases in magnitude as the ield is applied. It is likely not
observedbyNovoderezhkin et al. because thatdatawasobtainedat anappliedieldof 0.22MV/cm,
anorder-of-magnitude less thanobservedhere. hisield-dependent feature ismuchmore evident
in the 2DESS spectrum, as discussed below.
A measured TGESS spectrum is shown in Figure 6.2. Here, a negative feature indicates a
loss of absorption due to the applied ield. Ater rapid decay of a positive feature near 14.5 kK,
the dominant ield dependent bands occur at 14.62 kK and 14.77 kK. he strongly ield-active
positive band appears to grow in on a time-scale of 3 ps. he large positive feature at 14.77 kK and
negative feature near 15.0 kK evolve and red-shit on≈10 ps timescale.
As compared to the panel above, the TGESS spectrum exhibits features that are not evident
in theTGspectrum. hemost ield-active positive band at 14.77 kK is clearly visible inTGESSbut
is quite di cult to resolve in the TG spectrum. Conversely, the large negative feature in the blue
region of theTG spectrumhas absolute peak amplitude of half the positive feature, yet contributes
almost nothing to theTGESS, suggesting a low charge-transfer character there, consistentwith the
Stark spectrum.
By scanning over the excitation frequency axis ࿇� in the 2DESS measurement, additional
information about the structure of the ield-active bands is revealed. As in the TGESS data, the
short-lived feature is visible at 200 fs located near the diagonal (Figure 6.3). he large negative
feature is localized near the diagonal, perhaps consisting of two subpeaks at ࿇� = 14.70 kK and
14.67 kK. he positive feature at ࿇� = 14.77 kK is delocalized along the excitation axis, corre-
sponding to a decrease in intensity of the ESA feature in the 2D spectrum in the ield-on case. his
feature grows in intensity on the timescale of several ps (Figure 6.4) and localizes on the diago-
nal. he small positive feature seen in the 200 fs is not observed in the TGESS spectrum at later
times due to a broadening of the negative feature at ࿇� = 14.7 kK, but persists throughout the
spectrum. Note that these features at 200 fs are aligned well with the Stark spectrum in Figure 6.1
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Figure 6.3 (a) 2D and (b) 2DESS spectra of photosystem II D1D2 Cyt b559 preparation
obtained at population time ೷ = 200 fs at 77 K. Applied ield was 1.9MV/cm.
when projected onto the excitation axis.
he negative feature visible in the TGESS at ࿇� = 14.7 kK broadens along the excitation
axis on the timescale of several ps. By 10 ps, this feature is localized at two peaks, ࿇� = 14.7 kK
and 14.9 kK. his localization becomes more pronounced at longer population times as energy
is transferred to long-lived intermediates. he large positive feature moves to the diagonal and
broadens along the excitation axis reaching its largest amplitude at 3 ps, until it splits intomultiple
peaks that decay at long times.
6.4 Discussion
Proposedmechanisms of primary charge-separation in photosystem II RC is discussed in detail in
Chapter 1. In brief, two charge-separation pathways have been proposed[4], perhaps proceeding
simultaneously. he “ChlD1 pathway” is initiated when ChlD1 acts as an electron donor to the D1
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Figure 6.4 (a) 2D and (b) 2DESS spectra of photosystem II D1D2 Cyt b559 preparation
obtained at population time ೷ = 3 ps at 77 K. Applied ield was 1.9MV/cm.
pheophytin and then proceeds to the inal PD1+ PheD1 – state on the timescale of≈ 60 ps[4,5].
R⎤∗ −−−→ (⎤hċδ+D� shăδ−D�)∗≈14.7kK −−−→700 fs ⎤hċD�+ shăD�− −−−→58 ps sD�+ shăD�− (6.2)
he “PD1 pathway” was also proposed, for which the charge separation is initiated from the
PD1PD2 dimer. It was hypothesized that charge-separation proceeds at a faster rate in this pathway
than in theChlD1 pathway, though the existence andkinetics of this pathway remains controvertial.
R⎤∗ −−−→ (sδ−D� sδ+D ⎤hċD�)∗≈14.8kK −−−→ (s+D s−D�)δ∗≈14.5kK −−−→200 fs sD�− sD+−−−→3 ps ⎤hċD�− sD�+ −−−→37 ps PD�+shăD�− (6.3)
he apparent lifetimes previously observed in the kinetics are 0.5 ps, 3 ps and 20 ps[4,6]; the
rates listed in the pathways above were obtained by target analysis using the discussedmodels[4,7],
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Figure 6.5 2D and 2DESS spectra of photosystem II D1D2 Cyt b559 preparation obtained at
population time ೷ = 10 ps at 77 K. Applied ield was 1.9MV/cm.
with the excitonic states assigned tentative center bands based on the iting. his assignment was
later reined using a Stark/mutagenesis study[3].
he transient absorption spectrum shown in Figure 6.2(top) shows the similar kinetic rates
as those seen in the literature[4,5]. he TGESS data however exhibit diferent kinetics, and in par-
ticular show a shit of bands as additional bands appear on the time scale of several ps. he 2DESS
spectrum shows features near proposed mixed exciton-CT states at ࿇� = 14.5 kK, 14.7 kK and
14.8 kK. In addition to thesepositions along the excitation axis, a growthof the cross-peak at࿇� =
14.9 kK is evident on the timescale of tens of 10 ps, suggesting the presence of a ield-sensitive CT
state there. As discussed in the modeling Chapter 3, the interpretation of Stark spectra of cou-
pled systems is complicated, so a direct assignment of bands toCT states is premature at this time.
However, the additional structure evident in the 2DESS data is encouraging, and in combination
with higher sensitivity experiments and global kinetic modeling, this technique ofers to provide
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Figure 6.6 (a) 2D and (b) 2DESS spectra of photosystem II D1D2 Cyt b559 preparation
obtained at population time ೷ = 50 ps at 77 K. Applied ield was 1.9MV/cm.
insight into this charge-separation process.
6.5 Conclusion
Although it is well-known that in the PSII RC the inal charge-separation ismediated by a series of
charge-transfer intermediates, the detailedmechanism remains open todebate. In particular, there
is evidence that there are multiple pathways that lead to the inal charge-separated state that difer
in the identity of the primary radical pair. A major di culty in diferentiating between proposed
kinetic models is spectral overlap of the pigments participating in the reaction and the elusive
nature of the charge-transfer states.
he 2DESS technique demonstrates that there is additional spectral structure in the primary
charge-separation process in PSII RC that is not evident in 2DES and Stark data. To properly de-
scribe this structure, themodeling ofChapter 3must be extended to kinetics. In combinationwith
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robust global-iting methods, we expect that this modeling will provide further insight for into
charge-separation mechanisms in the PSII RC, allowing us to compare recently-proposed com-
partmental models to the data. he 2DESS and TG Stark techniques should be widely applicable
to the study of ultrafast charge-transfer processes in a broad range of systems.
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CHAPTER 7
Conclusions and FutureWork
7.1 Summary and Innovations ofhis Work
his thesis presents my work to develop the conceptual and experimental approaches to study
the primary-charge separation pathways of photosystem II. his photosynthetic enzyme has the
unique capability to convert photoexcitation to stable charge-separationwith near unity quantum
eiciency. he conversion process proceeds via a sequence of ultrafast energy- and charge-transfer
steps between multiple pigments, precisely located to facilitate charge-separation and prevent re-
combination. Direct observation of charge-transfer states is challenging in practice as they are
typically non-radiative.
Motivated by the success of Stark spectroscopy in revealing charge transfer states in photo-
synthetic reaction centers, I have developed the 2Delectronic Stark spectroscopymethod. 2DESS
combines thehigh-sensitivityof background-freeheterodyne-detected2Delectronic spectroscopy
with the ability of Stark spectroscopy to detect populations with large permanent dipoles. By trac-
ing the spectral evolution of populations, 2DESS promises to reveal the formation and coupling
of charge-transfer states to excitonic states and their role in charge-separation.
To demonstrate the potential of this technique, 2DESS and Stark spectroscopywasmodeled
in the modiied Redield formalism (Chapter 3) using parameters inspired by the PD1PD2 dimer
of photosystem II RC. here I showed that under certain (common) conditions, the Stark spec-
trum represents a projection of the 2DESS spectrum onto the excitation axis at early times. States
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with large-CT character tend to have the largest signatures on the cross-peaks, which would can-
cel upon projection onto the excitation axis. his suggests that amplitudes of Stark spectra can be
misleading for the purposes of assigning magnitudes of dipoles. It also suggests that Stark spectra
should be inherently asymmetric and that caremust be takenwhen iting the Stark spectrumwith
sums of Gaussian lineshapes when using the Liptay formalism for weakly coupled systems. Fur-
ther, it was found that in the case of large static ields and in the presence of large��ˆ inherent for
CT states, the lineshape formalism breaks down completely. 2DESS does not have this problem
and in addition allows one to observe the coupling directly. Further modeling is underway to ex-
plore how 2DESS can elucidate charge separation pathways through studies of the 2DESS signal
as a function of population time.
In practice, Stark signals are quite weak, becoming detectable for applied ields near the di-
electric strength of the material. Applying ields on the order of MV/cm is challenging and re-
quired the development of a custom sample cell and a modiied liquid nitrogen cryostat. he ap-
paratus and high-voltage electronics are detailed in Chapter 4. Any defects in the glassy sample
facilitate breakdown and can also contaminate the weak optical signal with scater. To prevent
this, several protocols were developed to study samples in solvents and biological bufers. hese
can be found in the appendices. Based on this work, I demonstrated the irst 2DESS experiment
on TIPS–pentacene[1], found in Chapter 5.
Finally, I applied the 2DESS technique to the photosystem IIRCD1D2 Cyt b559 preparation.
I developed a protocol to consistently provide a large amount of high-quality sample for Stark ex-
periments and developed a spin-coating technique for improving the glass-quality of the sample.
With these improvements, I was able to apply ields on the order of 2MV/cm, a value nearly dou-
ble that reported previously for this sample. I then demonstrated that 2DESS and TGESS signals
reveal new kinetics in D1D2 that suggest the formation rates and locations the CT states. In com-
bination with modeling, work is underway to interpret the complex signatures that I observed.
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his technique is young, and many improvements to facilitate interpretation of complex systems
are possible. hey are discussed briely in the following section.
7.2 Future Work
hework presented here demonstrates the feasibility and potential of the 2DESSmethod to facil-
itate the study of spectrally-congested excitonic-CT systems. Work is ongoing to further develop
this technique to extract quantitative information from the resulting complicated spectra. Much
like this thesis, this work can be split broadly into two categories: theory and experiment.
heory Improvements
As demonstrated in Chapter 6, the 2DESS spectrum exhibits interesting kinetic changes that are
obscured in the broad features of the 2D spectrum. he simulation of a more complete reaction
center model that reproduces these kinetics is a major task. As mentioned previously, the mod-
eling requires a number of parameters that, in general, must be obtained by iting. While the
current simulation is too computationally expensive to include in the iting directly, work is un-
derway that will enable the 2DESS rotational averaging to be performed analytically, reducing the
cost by three orders of magnitude. his reduction in cost will the introduction of static disorder,
which was found to be a necessary component of 2D simulations to reproduce realistic system
behavior[2,3].
he2DESS techniquemayalsobeuseful fordetecting thebreakdownof theBorn-Oppenheimer
approximation. Under this approximation, the vibrational structure should shit just as the under-
lying electronic transition in the 2DESS spectrum. It would be interesting to model several vi-
brational modes explicitly in theHamiltonian, comparing the resulting 2DESS spectra with those
modeled using the spectral density approach. his development may provide insight into the na-
ture of vibronic coherences, which should be strongly modulated by the applied static ield.
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Future Experiments
As shown in the modeling Chapter 3, much of the interesting information of 2DESS is located
in the cross-peaks. For this reason, future experimental work is focused on improving the signal
to noise of the experiment such that these locations are easier to detect. Much of the luctuation
in the 2DESS spectrum is caused by the power luctuation of the laser system. In addition to in-
creasing the speed of acquisition of the experiment, the most direct improvement would be to
detect the pump spectrum shot-to-shot and normalize the 2DESS by it. Additionally, optical po-
larization techniques can be used to enhance cross-peaks while suppressing diagonal features in
2D spectra. his peak-selection can be used to simplify the resulting 2DESS spectra, facilitating
the interpretation of spectrally-congested systems.
Two-color 2DESSexperiments provide an alternativemethod to select cross-peaks. Itwould
be particularly exciting to observe the cross-peaks of proposed anion bands ofCT state intermedi-
ates as they couple to theQy region. hese features should be signiicantly enhanced as compared
to conventional 2D. In cases where spectrally-resolved excitation is not required, TGESS can be
utilized to extract ield-dependent kinetics with improved sensitivity as compared to pump-probe
studies used for studying organic photovoltaics[4].
hedegradation of biological samples under experimental conditions is amajor concern that
must be addressed in any study. he early studies of photosystem II reaction center in particular
were controversial in that diferent workers observed that the reaction center could bind a varying
numberof photoactivepigments dependingon theprocedureused to isolate it[5]. hough thepro-
cedure has become fairly standardized and techniques exist to characterize the quality of the sam-
ple (seeCarpentier[6]), there are still questions raised as towhether the studyof theD1D2 Cyt b559
preparation at liquid nitrogen temperatures is relevant to the function of the complete complex in
physiological conditions. here is evidence that the RC exhibits similar kinetics at both 77 K and
at room temperature[7], however there are obvious advantages to studying the RC in its native
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environment at room temperature and in a membrane.
In order to immobilize the RC at room temperature, it may be possible to embed the com-
plex in nanopores of a cross-linked silica gel[8] or a nanotube array in aluminum oxide[9]. As both
approaches would allow ionic conduction, the applied Stark ield would have to be modulated
rapidly to prevent ionic-shielding efects. his could perhaps be achieved by placing the sample
into a radio-frequency transmission line. An alternative approach is generate the Stark ield opti-
cally, using a terahertz-generation technique. his would allow ps temporal-resolution control of
the Stark ield, potentially enabling a direct control of the charge-separation kinetics. Unlike the
solution samples used in this thesis, the protein complexes embedded in substrates can be made
uniformally-oriented, possibly enabling direct control over the active charge-separation pathways.
With these improvements, we expect 2DESS to be useful for unraveling the dynamics of
other ultrafast charge-transfer reactions in other photosynthetic reaction centers, or in the func-
tion of organic photovoltaics and singlet-ission processes.
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APPENDIX A
Isolation of Photosystem II Reaction Centers from Spinach
A.1 Introduction
heisolationprocedure consists of two steps: extractingPhotosystemII-enriched thylakoidmem-
brane fragments (BBYparticles) following theprocedure[1] ofBerthold, Babcock, andYocum, fol-
lowed by the purifcation of PSII core fragments by treatment of the BBY particles with beta-DM
by the method of van Leewuen[2]. he core antenna domains as well as extrinsic proteins may
be removed by treatment with a non-denaturing detergent Triton X-100 to obtain the PSII reac-
tion center, by themethod described in the same paper. Following the isolation, the RC sample is
concentrated to the proper optical density for Stark experiments, dilutedwith anbufer containing
ethylene glycol and glycerol for cryoprotection and then stored in liquid nitrogen until use.
he entire process typically takes three days. Here I describe the required equipment, isola-
tion steps, as well as the process control steps I use to ensure a consistent preparation.
A.2 RequiredMaterials and Equipment
Materials
• Spinach (Spinacea oleracea) plants obtained from a local market. he leaves should be ma-
ture – this ensures a higher yield of BBY particles and less enzymatic activity than in ”baby”
spinach.
• Cheesecloth
• Liquid nitrogen
Reagents
• Acetone, Sigma-Aldrich
• Bis-Tris, Sigma-Aldrich B9754
• BSA, Fisher Scientiic BP1605
• Calcium chloride dihydrate, Sigma-Aldrich C7902
• EDTA, Fisher Scientiic E478
• HEPES, Fisher Scientiic BP310
• Hydrochloric acid, Fisher Scientiic
• Magnesium chloride hexahydrate, Fisher Scientiic BP214
• Magnesium sulfate heptahydrate, Sigma-AldrichM1880
• MES, Sigma-AldrichM8250
• Sodium chloride, Fisher S7653
• Sodium hydroxide, Fisher S318
• Sucrose, Sigma-Aldrich S7903
• Triton X-100, Sigma-Aldrich X100
• n-dodecyl-β-D-maltopyranoside (beta-DM), Anatrace D310A
• Sepharose-Q Fast Flow, Sigma-Aldrich GE17-0510-10
Stock Solutions
All reagents aremade up in concentrated stock and diluted to a inal volume of 0.5 L with distilled
water. he pH of all bufers are adjusted by adding HCl or NaOH at room temperature until a
stable pH is achieved.
• HEPES, 0.5M. Titrate to pH 7.5 with NaOH
• MES, 0.5M. Titrate to pH 6.0 with NaOH
• EDTA, 0.5M. Titrate to pH 8.0 with NaOH
• NaCl, 4.0M
• MgCl2, 0.5M
• Bis–Tris, 0.5M. Titrate to pH 6.5 with HCl
• MgSO4, 0.2M
• CaCl2, 0.2M
Bufers for BBY Preparation
• Grind bufer (BBY-1): 50mM HEPES (pH 7.5), 400mM NaCl, 2mM MgCl2, 1 mM
EDTA, 2mg/ml BSA
• Wash bufer (BBY-2): 50mM HEPES (pH 7.5), 150mM NaCl, 4mM MgCl2, 2 mg/ml
BSA
• Triton bufer (BBY-3): 50mMMES (pH 6.0), 15mMNaCl, 5mMMgCl2.
• Triton solution (BBY-3T): 25 g/100 ml Triton X-100 solution in BBY-3. Weigh out Triton
X-100 and pour bufer into it. Solution may need to be stirred overnight.
• Storage bufer (A): bufer A described below.
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Bufers for RC Isolation
It is known that beta–DMdegradeswhenexposed tomoisture in the air and in solution. Toensure
the efectiveness of the treatment, it is critical that the beta–DM stock is aliquoted by weight and
stored in the freezer. Bufers containing beta–DMmust be made up the day of the isolation and
not stored.
• A: 0.4M Sucrose, 20mMMgCl2, 5 mMCaCl2, 10mMMgSO4, 20mMBis–Tris
• A-beta: A bufer, 0.03 g/100ml beta–DM
• B: same as A bufer but with 0.2M Sucrose
• B-beta: B bufer, 0.03 g/100ml beta–DM
• B-beta T: 10 g/100ml Triton X-100 solution in B-beta bufer
• X: 10 g/100ml beta–DM in A-beta
• C2-beta: 80mMMgSO4 added as salt to B-beta
• Storage stock D x2: 40mMMgCl2, 10mMCaCl2, 20mMMgSO4, 40mMBis–Tris
• Dx2-beta: 0.06 g/100ml beta–DM in Dx2 stock
Required Equipment
• Blender
• High-speed centrifuge (40,000 ×g capable)
• Table-top centrifuge
• UV-VIS spectrometer
• Rubber policemen
• Stirrer and hot-plate
• Sonicator
• Vortex mixer
• Homogenizer (tissue grinder) in 55ml, 30ml, and 10ml sizes
• pHmeter
• Triple-beam balance
• Timer
• Graduated cylinders
• Centrifuge tubes: 40 ml, 250 ml, and 10 ml
• Erlenmeyer lasks, 2L 150 ml 250 ml
• Large funnel
• Green light
• Ice
• Peristaltic pump
• 1 cm ID liquid chromatography column with top adaptor
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A.3 Isolation of BBY Particles
To prevent enzymatic breakdown and to minimize exposure of the isolate to light, it is important
to work quickly.
• Spinach grind
• Rinse4bagsof spinach leaveswithdouble-distilledH2O. For eachbag, put abouthalf
of the spinach into the blender alongwith 200ml of BBY-1. Ater several quick chops
to make leaves fall into solution, add the rest of the spinach and grind continuously
for about 15 seconds untilmixture is a homogeneous slurry. Strainmixture through 4
layers of cheesecloth covering a large funnel and drain into a 2 l E. lask on ice. Gently
squeeze the cheesecloth to extract most of the retained liquid. Discard cheesecloth.
Repeat for the rest of the bags.
• First spin
• Pour spinach extract into centrifuge botles (set of 6 botles @ 50ml per centrifuge,
total volume of 1.5 l – try not to ill botles to top).
• Spin 10 min@ 6,000 ×g.
• During spin put BBY-2 bufer, two 50ml homogenizers and tubes, a rubber policeman,
500ml lask, and 8 centrifuge tubes on ice.  Get a large waste bucket/beaker
• Wash suspension
• Discard supernatant and add about 5ml BBY-2 bufer to each botle and resuspend
with rubber policeman. Rinse the tubes with the bufer. Homogenize and then pour
in 8 centrifuge tubes. Fill each tube to 40ml mark with BBY-2 bufer.
• Second spin
• Spin 10 min@ 12,000 ×g.
• During spin, clean homogenizer and tubes, put them and BBY-3 bufer on ice.  Have a
250ml lask with a stir bar on ice on a stir plate, ready for incubation.
• Triton bufer suspension
• WORK UNDER GREEN LIGHT. Discard supernatant. Use about 50ml or less
BBY-3bufer to resuspend thepellet. heconcentration shouldbemore than2mg/ml
to allow for Triton X-100 addition. Homogenize, rinse tubes and homogenizer with
BBY-3 bufer. Measure the volume of the sample.
• First concentration measurement
• Measureout four2.5mlbatchesof 80%aqueousbuferedacetone. Dissolve5 μL
of sample in three out of four batches (about 500x dilution), using a newpipeter
tip every time and wiping the tip with a kimwipe before dispensing. Vortex mix
and transfer 1.5ml to a 2ml Eppendorf tube. Centrifuge at Ѳ, Ѵѱѱ × ഄ for 3
minutes. Measure the absorption spectrum in a 1 cm cuvete at 647 nm, 664 nm
and 750 nm. he chlorophyll extinction coeicents are taken from[3] and are
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given by
Chla = −ѳ.ѹѶ೤647 nm +ѲѴ.ѸѲ೤664 nm (1.1)
Chlb = ѳѳ.ѴѺ೤647 nm −Ѷ.ѵѳ೤664 nm (1.2)
Total Chl = ѲѺ.Ѷѵ೤647 nm +ѹ.ѳѺ೤664 nm (1.3)
• Calculate the concentration of BBY-3T bufer to add such that the inal ratio is 25mg
Triton per mg chlorophyll with a inal chlorophyll concentration of 2mg/ml.
• Incubation with 25% Triton X-100 detergent
• Pour homogenized sample into lask on icewith stir bar and add the volume of BBY-3
bufer calculated above. Now, with plastic pipete, carefully, slowly, steadily and drop
by drop add the BBY-3T volume determined in the calculation into the lask while
stirring on ice atmedium speed. Incubation time is 28min starting from the addition
of the irst drop.  Keep the sample in the dark.
• During incubation, clean homogenizer and tube, and put them on ice with 12 centrifuge
tubes, as well as bufer A.
• hird spin
• Pour sample into centrifuge tubes immediately following end of incubation.
• Spin 30 min@ 48,000 ×g
• Fourth spin (starch removal)
• Discard supernatant (PSI are now removed, the chlorophyll amount is now 40-50%
that of sample before triton spin) and resuspend pellets with bufer A. Homogenize
with 30ml homogenizer and dilute to ill up four centrifuge tubes (160ml).
• Spin 5 min@ 2,000 ×g.
• Fith spin
• Retain supernatant. Pour sample into 4 new centrifuge tubes (only starch will be in
pellets).
• Spin 30 min@ 48,000 ×g.
• During spin, prepare for concentrationmeasurement. Label and chill 6-8 storage vials. Put
homogenizer and tube on ice.
• Final resuspension
• Discard supernatant and resuspendpellets in small amountof storagebufer. Homog-
enize and measure concentration of homogenate with spectrophotometer as before.
Measure the total volumeof sample and calculate total amount of chlorophyll. Adjust
the concentration with storage bufer A such that the inal concentration is 3mg/ml.
• Storage
• Pour a small amout of liquid nitrogen into a styrofoam container and put a cheese-
cloth in the liquid nitrogen. Dispense sample drop-by-drop (100 μl) into the liquid
nitrogen. Ater all of the sample is lash-frozen, take out the cheese cloth and transfer
the BBY droplets into Falcon tubes and store at −80 ∘C.
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Figure A.1 Typical BBY absorption spectra measured ater 80% aqueous acetone extraction at
room temperature as described above. he dashed line corresponds to step 1 of the extraction
procedure; step 2 is marked by the solid line. Both spectra have been normalized to the peak
absorption at 663 nm.
A.4 Photosystem II RC Preparation
hebufers without beta-DMmay be prepared in advance and stored at 4 ∘C. he bufers contain-
ing beta-DMmust bemade the day of the preparation andnot stored. Column is packed according
tomanufacturer instructions andwashedwith several column volumes of distilledwater, and then
equilibrated with 10 CVs of A-beta.
• hawing BBY
• haw 15mg Chl of sample in 15ml Falcon tube by placing it into a beaker with tap
water for 5minutes. Dilute to 15mlwithA-beta in 30ml homogenizer. Homogenize.
• BBYWash
• Transfer sample to40ml centrifuge tube and spin at 3,000 ×g at 4 ∘Cfor 3min. Retain
supernatant.
• Dilute supernatant with A-beta in 40 ml centrifuge tube and spin at 48,000 ×g for
30min. Retain pellet. Resuspend pellet to original concentration (5ml) and homog-
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enize in 10ml homogenizer.
• BBY Solubilization
• Transfer sample to 50ml Erlenmeyer laskwith small stir bar in it. Dilute samplewith
2ml of A-beta. Add 1ml of X to sample dropwise with a pipete. Incubate at room
temperature in thedark for 25minutes. heinal concentrationsof reagents are1.25%
beta-DM and 1.75mg Chl/mL[2].
• Load sample into 10ml centrifuge tube and spin at 48,000 ×g for 20minutes at 4 ∘C.
Retain supernatant. Store on ice.
• Sample loading
• Load sample onto equilibrated column in 4C cold room at a lowrate of 0.1 CV/min.
• Antennae wash
• Wash columnwithA-beta until the absorption ratio of೤675 nm/೤650 nm is greater than
3, which should take about 50minutes at a lowrate of 0.5 CV/min. At this point, one
could elute the samplewithA-beta+75mMMgSO4.his is the PSIICore preparation.
• Bufer exchange and Triton treatment
• Rinse column with 5 CVs of B-beta at the same low rate. his should take about 20
minutes. Elute all of the sample of of the column using B-beta + 75mM MgSO4.
Dilute the resulting volume ten-fold using 25% (w/w) Triton X-100 in B-beta and
incubate for 30 minutes while stirring gently.
• Load treated sample
• Wash column with B-beta until low is clean and absorption at 280 nm disappears.
his takes about an hour.
• RC elution
• Elute sample with C2-beta. Collect 1.5ml fractions. Measure the absorption spec-
trum of each fraction and calculate the೤417 nm/೤435 nm ratio. It should be 1.20[4]. It
is critical that the spectrometer you use is calibrated. Pool the fractions that have the
ideal ratio.
• Bufer exchange and sample concentration
• Transfer sample to30 kDacentrifugal ilters andwashwithDx2-beta. Spin at 6,500 ×g
at 4 ∘C. Repeat until sample volume is about 200 μl.
• If making 2DESS samples, concentrate in 2ml 30 kDA ilters until retained volume
is about 50 μl.
• Measure UV-VIS spectrum by taking 2 μl of sample and diluting it in 1ml of Dx2-
beta ( 500-fold dilution). Dilute sample with Dx2-beta such that the optical density
in 1 cm is about 0.6.
• Dilute Ѳ ∶ Ѳ in ethylene-glycol glycerolmixture and store in liquid nitrogen until use.
A.5 Troubleshooting
• Sample constantly shows a ratio higher or lower
• Check calibration of UV-VIS spectrometer
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Figure A.2 Typical absorption spectra of photosystem II core (dashed) and reaction center
(solid) preparations. Both are taken at room temperature in bufer and normalized to 675 nm.
• Increase or decrease Triton treatment volume
• Sample does not elute of of the column
• Check that beta-DMis fresh. It loses efectiveness andwill cause sample topercipitate
out of solution on the column.
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APPENDIX B
ITOEtching Protocol
B.1 Introduction
his document describes a procedure for safely etching IndiumTinOxide (ITO) slides in an acid
bath. he process involves immersing ITO slides in a 100mL solution of 50% DI water, 45% hy-
drochloric acid, and 5% nitric acid at 70 °C. he slides are then cleaned with acetone and ethanol.
his document includes information on safe handling and disposal of hydrochloric acid, nitric
acid, and acetone, as well as a detailed procedure for preparing and etching ITO slides.
B.2 Potential Hazards
Nitric Acid
• Routes of exposure: inhalation, eye contact, skin contact, ingestion.
• Can cause severe burns to eyes and skin. Fumes can cause respiratory tract burns.
• Exposure tohighconcentrationsofnitric acid vapormaycausepneumonitis andpulmonary
edema which may be fatal. Continued exposure to nitric acid vapor or mist may result in
chronic bronchitis and pneumonitis.
• Extremely corrosive
• Oxidizer. Donot storenear lammable chemicals orwithother acids/bases. Donot dispose
of nitric acid in waste containers containing acetone, various alcohols, dichloromethane,
and many other organic substances, as this may result in ires or explosions.
Hydrochloric Acid
• Routes of exposure: inhalation, eye contact, skin contact, ingestion.
• Can cause severe burns to eyes and skin. Fumes can cause respiratory tract burns.
• Material is extremely destructive to the tissue of the mucous membranes and upper respi-
ratory tract.
• Corrosive
Acetone
• Routes of exposure: inhalation, eye contact, skin contact, ingestion.
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• Toxic to central nervous system. May be toxic to kidneys, reproductive system, liver, and
skin. Repeated or prolonged exposure can produce target organ damage.
• Flammable liquid. Keep away from heat, sparks and lame.
B.3 Procedure controls
Engineering Controls
• Nitric acid, hydrochloric acid, and acetone must be in a vent hood when it is not sealed
closed.
• Procedures with acids and acetonemust be performed in a vent hood with plenty of space.
here should be no lammable chemicals stored in the vent hood.
• Acids should be stored away from lammable substances in a secondary container.
• Acetone should be stored in the lammables cabinet.
• An eyewash and safety shower must be available in the immediate work area for any work
with nitric acid.
Work Practice Controls
• Procedures with acids should not be performed alone.
• Care should be taken to not spill acids or acetone while handling.
• Concentrated acid containers should be closed and stored immediately ater the initial di-
lution.
• Acetone container should be closed and stored in the lammables cabinet immediately ater
use.
• Wash hands and change gloves ater completing acid bath procedure. Use the proper gloves
for acid handling (heavy chemical gloves, neoprene) and acetone handling (butyl).
Protective Equipment
• Heavy chemical gloves or neoprene gloves for acid handling, butyl gloves for acetone han-
dling
• Safety Glasses
• Lab Coat
• Close-toed shoes
Transportation and Storage
Nitric acid andhydrochloric acid containerswill be stored in a secondary containerwithin the acid
storage cabinet under the fume hood. Concentrated nitric acid will not be transported outside of
the lab.
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Acetone containers will be stored in the lammables cabinet. Keep away from direct sunlight
and heat and avoid all possible sources of ignition.
Waste Disposal
Waste from the acid bath will be poured into an acid-safe, labeled waste container dedicated to
nitric acid and hydrochloric acid. It will not be mixed in waste containers with other organic sol-
vents, alcohols, or acids. Acetone will be disposed of in a separate waste container dedicated to
acetone and nail polish. Do not mix the acetone with acids in a waste container.
Exposure/Unintended Contact
• Eyes: Get medical aid immediately. Remove contact lenses if worn. Do NOT allow vic-
tim to rub eyes or keep eyes closed. Extensive irrigation with water is required (at least 30
minutes).
• Skin: In case of contact, immediately lush skin with plenty of water for at least 15 min-
utes while removing contaminated clothing and shoes. Getmedical aid immediately. Wash
clothing before reuse.
• Ingestion: If swallowed, do NOT induce vomiting. Get medical aid immediately. If victim
is fully conscious, give a cupful of water. Never give anything by mouth to an unconscious
person.
• Inhalation: If inhaled, get medical aid immediately. Remove victim to fresh air. If not
breathing, give artiicial respiration. If breathing is di cult, give oxygen.
Spill Procedure
For minor acid spills (>1 L), immediately cover the spill with an excess of sodium bicarbonate.
If possible, conine spill to a small area using a spill kit or absorbent material. Sweep/wipe up
the sodium bicarbonate and dispose of it in a separate solid waste container that does not contain
lammable material. Ventilate the area as well as possible, and avoid inhaling vapors. For large
spills (<1 L), get emergency assistance by calling 911.
For minor acetone spills (>1 L), evacuate the area immediately, isolate the hazard area, and
keep out unnecessary and unprotected personnel. Eliminate all ignition sources. Increase venti-
lation to area. Contain and soak up spill with non-reactive absorbent material. Place the contam-
inated absorbent in a covered, labelled solid waste container for disposal.
B.4 Materials
• Heavy chemical gloves or neoprene gloves
• Butyl gloves
• Safety goggles
• Flame-resistant lab coat
• Nitric Acid
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• Hydrochloric Acid
• Acetone
• Ethanol
• Nail polish
• Sodium bicarbonate powder
• Liquid waste container labeled for nitric acid and hydrochloric acid
• Solid waste container for coton pads contaminated with acetone
• Pyrex casserole dish
• 150mL glass beaker
• 50mL glass beaker
• Glass volumetric pipetes, 50mL and 5mL
• Acid-safe Telon tweezers
• Non-abrasive coton pads (e.g. Webril Handi-pads)
• Digital multimeter
B.5 Etching Procedure
• Lay 20 ITO slides on paper towels with the ITO side face-up. Check that each slide is face-
up by measuring the resistance across the surface with a digital multimeter. he ITO side
also has a blue relective tint that can be seen by eye when viewed at a glancing angle to the
light.
• Apply a single brush-stroke of nail polish through the center of each slide. Try to apply a
thick, even coat. Allow the nail polish to dry for about 30min.
• Apply a second coat of nail polish to each slide, and dry for 30min.
• Place the slides in the Pyrex casserole dish with the nail polish side up. Place the casserole
dish on a hot plate set to 70 °C inside the fume hood.
• Put on protective equipment for handling acid (neoprene gloves, goggles, lab coat).
• In the fumehood,mix the acid solution in a largebeaker (150mL). Using a glass volumetric
pipete, add 50mL of DI water. hen add 45mL of hydrochloric acid, and 5mL of nitric
acid. Close and store acid containers immediately ater use.
• Carefully pour the acid into the casserole dish, evenly covering the ITO slides. If some
ITO slides loat on the surface of the acid, lightly press them to the botomof the dish using
tweezers.
• Ater about 5min, remove a slide with tweezers and check whether the ITO is completely
etched away around the nail polish. If not, wait another 5min.
• When the etching is complete, turn of the hot plate. Use the glass pipete to draw the acid
out of the casserole dish, and put it in a waste container labeled for hydrochloric and nitric
acid. Do not put the acid waste in a waste container with organic solvents.
• Neutralize the casserole dish and beaker by covering with an excess of baking soda. Place
the casserole dish in the sink and ill with tap water. Neutralize the glass pipete by drawing
in water and baking soda. Neutralize the tweezers and anything else that came in contact
with the acid.
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• Remove gloves and put on Butyl gloves for handling acetone.
• Put the dish back in the fumehood. Pour about 10mLof acetone into a 50mLbeaker. Pour
a small amount of acetone from the beaker onto a coton pad and rub each slide until the
nail polish is completely removed and the surface is clean. Lay the cleaned slides on paper
towels inside the fume hood to dry. Dispose of used coton pads in a solid waste container
labeled for acetone.
• Clean the slides again with coton pads and ethanol. Store them in a sealed, labeled glass
container immersed in ethanol. Store the container away from sources of ignition.
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APPENDIX C
2DESS on TIPS-Pentacene Supplementary Information
C.1 Fit to Linear Absorption
helinear absorption spectrumof6,13–bis(triisopropylsilylethynyl pentacene) (TIPSpentacene)
taken at 77 K was it to a model೰ of the form೰(ℰ; param) ≡ ∑�∈{�,} PseudoVoigt�(ℰ; ℰ�� , ೤�, ��, ഃ�)+ ∑�∈{,,,} Lorentzian�(ℰ; ℰ�� , ೤�, ��) + ೦ (3.1)
where the dominant peaks at 1.93 eV and 1.96 eV were it to the empirical pseudo-Voigt proile
representing a transition that is both homogeneously and inhomogeneously broadened, and the
rest of the features were modeled as Lorentzian lines. A constant baseline ofset was included as
well. It was found that using a pseudo-Voigt proile instead of a Lorentzian proile signiicantly
improved the quality of the it near the wings of the strongest features. Lorentzians were used for
the remaining features because the signal-to-noise of those features was insuicient to resolve the
diferences between these two lineshapes at the wings. his model was it using nonlinear least-
squares using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm as implemented in the lmit-py package[1]. he
values of the it parameters and the error bounds are shown in Table C.1.
C.2 Fit to Stark Spectrum
To obtain a model for the Stark spectrum, derivatives of the Gaussian and Lorentzian lineshape
functions were evaluated to second order. For completeness, they are listed below with the nor-
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malization used in the iting
೪(ℰ; ℰ�, ೤, �) = ೤�√ѳ� ăxď(−(ℰ − ℰ�)ѳ� ) (3.2)೪′(ℰ; ℰ�, ೤, �) = −(ℰ − ℰ�)� ೪(ℰ; ℰ�, ೤�) (3.3)೪″(ℰ; ℰ�, ೤, �) = Ѳ�((ℰ − ℰ�)� − Ѳ)೪(ℰ; ℰ�, ೤�) (3.4)
೯(ℰ; ℰ�, ೤, �) = ೤��( ѲѲ + (ℰ−ℰ�)ᆬ�ᆬ ) (3.5)೯′(ℰ; ℰ�, ೤, �) = −ѳ�(ℰ − ℰ�)೤� ೯(ℰ; ℰ�, ೤, �) (3.6)೯″(ℰ; ℰ�, ೤, �) = (ѹ�(ℰ − ℰ�)೤� ೯(ℰ; ℰ�, ೤, �) − ѳ�೤�)೯(ℰ; ℰ�, ೤, �) (3.7)
PseudoVoigt(ℰ; ℰ�, ೤, �, ഃ) = (Ѳ − ഃ)೪(ℰ; ℰ�, ೤, �ᅋ) + ഃ೯(ℰ; ℰ�, ೤, �) (3.8)
PseudoVoigt′(ℰ; ℰ�, ೤, �, ഃ) = (Ѳ − ഃ)೪′(ℰ; ℰ�, ೤, �ᅋ) + ഃ೯′(ℰ; ℰ�, ೤, �) (3.9)
PseudoVoigt″(ℰ; ℰ�, ೤, �, ഃ) = (Ѳ − ഃ)೪″(ℰ; ℰ�, ೤, �ᅋ) + ഃ೯″(ℰ; ℰ�, ೤, �) (3.10)
In these equations, ℰ is the transition energy, ℰ� is the mean peak position, ೤ is the amplitude,� is the linewidth. For the pseudo-Voigt proile, the factor ഃ represents the fraction between
the Lorentzian and Gaussian lineshapes, and �ᅋ = �√ log  to ensure that the full-width at half-
maximum of both lineshapes is the same. In performing the it to the Stark data, only the ampli-
tudes of the lineshapes were allowed to vary. he other parameters were held ixed at the best-it
values obtained from the it to the linear absorption spectrum (see Figure C.1).
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Lineshape Peak Parameter Value Standard Error
PseudoVoigt 1
ℰ� (mean) 1.927 eV 1.48 × 10−5 eV
A (amplitude) 1.653 × 10−2 7.17 × 10−5� (linewidth) 8.956 × 10−3 eV 2.26 × 10−5 eV
f (fraction) 5.506 × 10−1 9.94 × 10−3
PseudoVoigt 2
ℰ� (mean) 1.959 eV 1.19 × 10−4 eV
A (amplitude) 2.482 × 10−3 6.77 × 10−5� (linewidth) 8.582 × 10−3 eV 2.17 × 10−4 eV
f (fraction) 9.300 × 10−1 5.71 × 10−2
Lorentzian 3
ℰ� (mean) 2.072 eV 1.37 × 10−4 eV
A (amplitude) 3.175 × 10−3 8.23 × 10−5� (linewidth) 9.887 × 10−3 eV 2.41 × 10−4 eV
Lorentzian 4
ℰ� (mean) 2.103 eV 1.11 × 10−4 eV
A (amplitude) 1.117 × 10−2 1.19 × 10−4� (linewidth) 1.728 × 10−2 eV 1.81 × 10−4 eV
Lorentzian 5
ℰ� (mean) 2.249 eV 1.73 × 10−3 eV
A (amplitude) 1.497 × 10−3 4.75 × 10−4� (linewidth) 1.772 × 10−2 eV 2.69 × 10−3 eV
Lorentzian 6
ℰ� (mean) 2.278 eV 2.03 × 10−3 eV
A (amplitude) 3.532 × 10−3 6.01 × 10−4� (linewidth) 2.547 × 10−2 eV 2.62 × 10−3 eV
Constant baseline c 2.19 × 10−2 4.31 × 10−4
Table C.1 Least-squares it parameters obtained by iting the linear absorption spectrum of
TIPS-pentacene to the model described above.
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Figure C.1 (let) iting of the linear absorption spectrum of TIPS-pentacene. he data is
shown in blue, the individual lineshapes are shown in dashed black, and the resultant model
including a constant baseline ofset is shown in green. (right) energy level diagram constructed
from the best-it mean peak positions.
Lineshape Peak Parameter Value Standard Error
PseudoVoigt 1 d1 A (amplitude) 3.41 × 10−3 1.53 × 10−5d2 A (amplitude) 2.89 × 10−6 8.95 × 10−8
PseudoVoigt 2 d1 A (amplitude) 4.28 × 10−4 1.83 × 10−5d2 A (amplitude) 1.88 × 10−7 9.24 × 10−8
Lorentzian 3 d1 A (amplitude) 8.63 × 10−4 2.55 × 10−5d2 A (amplitude) 6.84 × 10−8 1.42 × 10−7
Lorentzian 4 d1 A (amplitude) 2.42 × 10−3 5.97 × 10−5d2 A (amplitude) 6.04 × 10−6 5.83 × 10−7
Lorentzian 5 d1 A (amplitude) 4.80 × 10−4 7.08 × 10−5d2 A (amplitude) 3.41 × 10−7 7.37 × 10−7
Lorentzian 6 d1 A (amplitude) 8.22 × 10−4 1.26 × 10−4d2 A (amplitude) 2.46 × 10−6 1.99 × 10−6
Table C.2 A it to the Stark spectrum to irst and second derivatives of the lineshapes used in the
linear absorption it. As is seen from the parameter magnitudes, the it is dominated by irst
derivatives, suggesting that the Stark signal of TIPS-pentacene in 3-methylpentane at 77 K is
dominated by a change in polarizability rather than the presence of charge-transfer states.
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Figure C.2 Comparison of a slice along the excitation-detection diagonal line of 2DES to linear
absorption (let) and 2DESS to the Stark spectrum (right). he square-root of the absolute value
of 2DES and 2DESS were taken and multiplied by the sign of the original data so that the traces
have the same dependence on transition dipole moment as the linear and Stark data. All traces
were then normalized to the maximum value. In both comparisons the diagonal slices taken
from the 2D data show broader widths at early waiting times, likely indicating nonunitary
processes such as energy transfer during the waiting time period. In the 2DES diagonal slice,
small negative contributions may arise from excited state absorption at early times, causing
deviations from the linear absorption.
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APPENDIXD
Additional 2DESSModeling Figures
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Figure D.1 2D and 2DESS spectra of PD1 PD2 dimer calculated with ೭� spectral density and��ˆ
contribution only. he lower exciton position is shown in blue, shiting from 14,565 cm−1(solid)
to 14,547 cm−1(dashed) upon coupling to the bath. he upper exciton (red) moves from
14,874 cm−1 to 14,868 cm−1.
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Figure D.2 2D and 2DESS spectra of PD1 calculated with ೭�� spectral density and��ˆ
contribution only. he position of PD1 is shown in blue. Upon coupling to the bath, the peak
shits from 14,982 cm−1 to 14,726 cm−1.
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Figure D.3 2D and 2DESS spectra of PD1PD2 calculated with ೭�� spectral density and��ˆ
contribution only. he lower exciton position is shown in blue, shiting from 14,793 cm−1(solid)
to 14,587 cm−1(dashed) upon coupling to the bath. he upper exciton (red) moves from
15,100 cm−1 to 15,101 cm−1.
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